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May and June are packed with food events in Bristol. The eagerlyawaited Food Connections festival arrives 1–11 May, followed by the
Get Growing Trail over the weekend of 7 & 8 June which provides a
taster for BIG Green Week 14–22 June. Both Food Connections and
BIG Green Week boast over 150 events apiece – so if these are just
trial runs for 2015, imagine what Green Capital year will be like!
Why not get in touch and get involved in creating a greener Bristol?
Please email any suggestions for content of the July–August newsletter to
bristollocalfood@googlemail.com by 16 June.

Get Growing Trail
Saturday 7 & Sunday 8 June

The Get Growing Trail returns for a
4th year – bigger and better than ever
before, with 33 gardens to explore.
The sites taking part range from pocket
growing sites in parks, to expansively
productive fields. From miniature orchards
tucked behind shops, to historic gardens.
From gardening projects which are
focussed around social get-togethers to
those focussed on social enterprise.
Each community project has its own ways
of working and its own ways for people
to get involved. The best way to find what
would suit you, is to get out and explore.
Activities on offer this year include:
wormery demonstrations · snail racing ·
goat-walking · pond-dipping · beekeeping
& poultry-keeping demonstrations · seedsowing · healthy BBQs · plus, of course,
lots of opportunity for tea and cake!
To help visitors get the most out of the
Trail, this year’s leaflet uses symbols
to pick out key features such as kids’
activities and possible lunch stops. Plus
we also have some led cycle rides on offer
to help people as they navigate around the
city. There will be 5 routes, including one
out to Tyntesfield and one family-friendly
ride. You’ll be able to book at:
www.lifecycleuk.org.uk/getgrowing

Get Growing
Garden Trail
Saturday 7 & Sunday 8 June 2014

New sites to visit this year include:
n

Blaise Community Garden in the old
walled garden at Blaise Castle

n

Grow Bristol’s pilot ‘Grow Box’ and
Severn Project’s productive polytunnels
on a temporary site at Templemeads

n

J3 Get Growing Group in the middle of
the roundabout at junction 3 of the M32

n

Growing groups who have created plots
within Bristol’s parks – Perrett’s Park
Edible Garden, PLANT@St Agnes Park
and St George Park Community Garden

n

A last chance to see Severn Project’s
fields at Keynsham, before their lease
expires

n

Woodcroft Community Orchard – a new
orchard in St Anne’s

Bristol’s secret fruit & veg growers open their garden gates
and community plots for the 4th annual Get Growing
Garden Trail. Come and see what lies behind the garden
walls and get inspired to get growing too.

Part of the build-up to BIG Green Week 2014

We still need some help to make the very
most out of the Trail, so if you’re a keen
amateur photographer or walk leader,
we’d really like to hear from you. Contact
us at: bristollocalfood@googlemail.com

Bristol’s local food update is produced
by Bristol Food Network CIC, with support
from Bristol City Council.

You can see some glorious photos from
the previous three Trails on our Flickr site:
www.flickr.com/photos/
bristolfoodnetwork/collections/

Bristol Food Network CIC supports, informs
and connects individuals, community
projects, organisations and businesses
who share a vision to transform Bristol
into a sustainable food city.

You can download a Trail leaflet at:
www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/2014/03/
bristols-get-growing-trail/
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A Community Interest Company, Limited by
Guarantee. Registered in England and Wales.
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Food Policy Council
The Bristol Food Policy Council met on
9 April 2014. Several items for discussion
were brought forward, including:
Membership of the Food Policy Council
Christine Marshall of Southwest Food
and Drink is now stepping down. The
Food Policy Council would like to thank
Christine for her long service to the group
and for her valuable input into its strategic
thinking and activities.
Tor Crockatt, who is on maternity leave,
has been replaced by Jerry Naish of Yeo
Valley. The FPC wishes to thank Tor for her
participation and also to congratulate her
on the birth of her child.
Joy Carey, a local food systems consultant
with F3 and the author of Who Feed
Bristol, has now become an ‘official’
member of the Food Policy Council after
having served for the last several years as
a strategic consultant and spokesperson.
Welcome to Joy!.
Kathy Derrick, Bristol City Council
Environment Team Manager has now
replaced Steve Marriott as the Bristol City
Council support contact for the Food Policy
Council. Steve is taking early retirement
from the Council and will be much missed!
The Food Policy Council wishes to thank
Steve for his tireless work and is looking
forward to continuing to work with him in
the future.
Claire Lowman, Health Improvement
Specialist, will also provide support from
Public Health.
Terms of reference, membership, and
relationships for the Food Policy Council
A main item of discussion was the
need to revisit the terms of reference,
membership, and relationships for the
Food Policy Council. This is necessary
because of the ever changing and growing
activity within the City and the West of
England in relation to improving our
food system, and the need to link all this
together to best effect. It is therefore
essential that the FPC adapts to fill the
niche where it can have the best influence.
Some key points from the discussion were:
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n

The FPC has developed a strong and
valuable identity. It has provided
legitimacy to numerous activities
carried out by many different agencies.

n

Because of events, support, and
networking initiated and hosted by the
FPC it has been possible to create the
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Food Connections Festival this May
involving 165 events, and to attract the
BBC Food and Farming awards to Bristol.
n

We agreed that the hard task of looking
at different models and devising the
best operating model for the FPC for
the next one to two years needs to be
delegated to a ‘task and finish group’.
This group will be convened by Kathy
Derrick and will report back before the
next meeting on 9 July.

Resource Capacity within Bristol City
Council for supporting the Food Policy
Council
Alex Minshull, Sustainable City and
Climate Change Manager at Bristol City
Council, outlined that there are at present
five main tasks for Bristol City Council
around sustainable food activity, namely;

Read more online
DEFRA slammed for stance on UK
self-sufficiency
digest: Farming leaders have
criticised the government’s attitude
towards agriculture after farm minister
George Eustice said he was happy with
the level of UK self-sufficiency in food
– even though the UK produces just
62% of its own food, down from 75%
in 1991.
www.fwi.co.uk/
articles/11/04/2014/144114/defraslammed-for-stance-on-uk-selfsufficiency.htm
US government searching for ‘cow of
the future’ to save the environment
digest: A new White House climate
initiative will tackle methane
emissions produced by cow burps,
farts and manure.

1. Coordinating our role in the URBACT
programme and ensuring that
knowledge transfer happens widely as a
result of this

www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/
environment/10754595/USgovernment-searching-for-cow-ofthe-future-to-save-the-environment.
html

2. Supporting the action plan of the Green
Capital Food Action Group

The final word on food banks?

3. Supporting the work programme of the
Food Policy Council
4. Providing administrative support to the
Food Policy Council
5. Getting Bristol City Council’s ‘house
in order’ in relation to healthy and
sustainable food procurement and
promotion
The Food Policy Council thanks the Bristol
City Council for their continuing support
of the FPC and sustainable food work in
Bristol during these difficult times.
Programme Planning for the Food Policy
Council
Bloomberg/Foodtures project Deborah
Kinghorn of the Mayor’s Office explained
that Bristol has made a submission to
the ‘Mayors Challenge’ run by New York’s
former Mayor Bloomberg, seeking the
best idea for improving a City. A ‘high
level’ proposal was submitted in January.
The shortlist of 20 cities (out of 155 that
applied) will be announced any day now.
These 20 cities then have the opportunity
to attend a two day ‘ideas camp’ to help
develop the proposal into a workable
business model, ready for a detailed
submission in July. One winner will be
selected and will receive £5m funding.
Four runners up will each receive £1m.
It was confirmed on 23 April that this
project has made the shortlist! continued

digest: As the use of food banks
explodes in the face of economic
hardship, The Stop tells the story of
one Canadian project that refused
to allow hungry users to become
dependent on hand-outs.
http://sustainablefoodtrust.org/
articles/the-stop-food-banks/
Frame climate change as a food
issue, experts say
digest: As IPCC report warns of climate
impact on food security, researchers
are looking at whether talking about
food could break political deadlock on
global warming.
www.theguardian.com/
environment/2014/apr/01/climatechange-food-issue-ipcc-report
The power of a regional food
commons
digest: Currently, less than 3% of
the food that Americans eat is grown
within 100 to 200 miles of where
they live. And many people in poorer
neighbourhoods simply do not have
ready access to affordable local
produce. The Food Commons project
aspires to radically change this reality.
www.resilience.org/
stories/2014-03-18/the-power-of-aregional-food-commons

Food Policy Council
continued

The Bristol idea is for a ‘Learn, Grow, Eat –
Food Revolution’ to be based in Knowle.
It comprises a Good Food Market, food
growing in local schools, and community
involvement. The proposal was selected
from a range of ideas submitted through
the web-based ‘George’s Ideas Lab’.
The lead author for the proposal is Mark
Goodway of the Matthew Tree Project.
Green Capital Food Action Group
Joy Carey reported on the work of the
newly formed food themed action group
for the Green Capital Partnership. This
group has attracted some new and
energetic activists and is building new
links. The group is identifying priorities
for 2015 Green Capital year which
include Schools, Food Growing, Citywide coordination and communication
activities, Transforming food culture,
and Communicating low-carbon food
messages. There are cross-cutting
themed groups for communications,
and for evaluation/research. We will
need to incorporate the food work into
those groups too. These priorities are in
the process of being refined and will be
submitted to the Green Capital Partnership
for possible funding consideration.
Food and Film night with George
Ferguson 24 March
The Food Policy Council, along with the
Mayor’s Office organized a film showing
of Joy Carey’s and Sprout Films new
movie on the local food movement in the
UK, Local Food Roots, on 24 March. This
was another very lively and successful
event, attracting some new players and
fostering some new connections, new
commitments and new conversations.
Over 40 people from various parts of the
food sector came and ate tasty treats from
the Southville Primary Tuck Shop crew,
Mark’s Bread, and SusWot’s lovely handpressed organic apple juice and heard
from entrepreneurial players in Bristol’s
growing and innovative sustainable food
sector such as the Community Farm, Real
Economy, Mark’s Bread, and the Food
Connections Festival.

Gus Hoyt’s diary
Our latest EU funded URBACT visit
took us and our Partner cities to
Messina in Sicily where the focus
was on the theme of Growing. This
was a fascinating trip as it was the
first in Southern Europe and enabled
us to experience the more extreme
economic challenges they face.
Following a huge earthquake in 1908
and allied bombing campaigns in
1943, little of the original city still
remains. What was once a great Greek,
Roman, Arab and Norman city is now
mostly prefabs dotted with wonderful
examples of crumbling grandeur.
The overarching theme was to consider
innovative growing enterprises that
were economically sustainable with
Francois, our project’s Lead Expert,
telling us we needed to think like big
business.
We toured a famous 16th century
Benedictine hilltop Monastery that
now houses Cuppari Agricultural High
School where the students prepare,
test, bottle and label wine. Were
they allowed to taste it? we joked –
imagining a set-up like this in the UK.
‘No, no’ replied the teachers laughing,
‘That is our job!’ The profits from the
vineyard are then pumped directly
into the school, enabling it to thrive.
Our Norwegian partners observed that
it might not pass their child labour
rules…

further work planned and underway to
regenerate the entire area including
the traditional olive and wine pressing
buildings. Outlets for the produce
so far include the eco hotel itself
where guests are encouraged to press
their own fruit juice with the help of
an electric orange press. Vegetable
growing adds to the employment
options for those unable to find
work elsewhere in town. The greater
vision is to create an agro-tourism
destination with ‘eco-pods’ for
accommodation.

The main hall is used as a tourist
centre for Sicilian wine and the
exemplary Slow Food movement. This
commercial operation was jointly
focussed on exporting the Slow Food
culture and their wine. The profits were
a further bonus to the school.

Sicily’s history of invaders and traders
has meant that what is now seen
as traditional Sicilian food actually
originates from across the whole globe
from the Mediterranean to America;
from olives and lemons to cocoa and
tomatoes. This, coupled with rich
volcanic soil means it is a utopia for
growing. Unfortunately, like elsewhere,
slick advertising of ‘cheap’ and
convenient food means young people
are at risk of losing touch with their
heritage. This erosion is at an early
stage and the strong determination of
those we met make me confident that
they will maintain their internationally
recognised status as a nation with a
traditionally rich food culture.

The proprietor of the ‘eco-hotel’ where
we stayed had recently bought an
overgrown citrus, wine and olive farm
on a hillside within the city. Derelict
since the 1940s, he turned this into a
social enterprise Villare, and with true
grit cleared the terraces, with

It was a very different trip with such a
heritage of food culture to understand
and enjoy that we were constantly
behind schedule. This did mean that
we didn’t accomplish all we had hoped
to but then perhaps I am betraying
some of my Germanic roots…

If you wish to organise a showing of the
film, please visit:
http://localfoodfilm.org.uk/
screenings/

Some amazing street stalls in Palermo, where the markets are open till 8pm
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River Cottage Canteen

River Cottage Canteen celebrated its first
year in Bristol with a fabulous birthday
party at the end of March. Guests were
entertained with live music, a special
appearance from River Cottage HQ Gill
Meller and a raffle which raised over
£400 for the Bristol NW Food Bank
charity, before leaving with goodie bags
complete with birthday cake!
Spring shows no sign of slowing as River
Cottage Canteen will be transforming its
menu showcasing all its local suppliers
aspart of the Bristol Food Connections
Food Trail 1–11 May and hosting Urban
Gardening Demos on 7 May for green
fingered city dwellers who want to grow
their own. By highlighting where the local
suppliers are based and including their
social media details on each menu, River
Cottage Canteen hopes to bridge the gap
between food producers and customers,
encouraging them to engage with each
other.
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The live events, dining experiences and
family fun will continue throughout the
summer months. Regulars, Veg Out and
Spice Night will be taking place on the first
two Tuesday of each month while the new
family Sunday roasts with sharing bowls of
veg and home-cooked inspired puddings
are a fantastic end to the week. Details
will soon be revealed on the Summer Feast
planned for June and those wanting to
learn as they dine should keep an eye on
the upcoming dining experiences on the
website.
Handpicked, locally sourced musicians
will be performing every Thursday night,
allowing guests to enjoy free live music
as they dine. River Cottage Canteen also
has a fantastic lunch time menu with
two courses for £12.50 every lunchtime
Mon–Fri and Wednesday evenings are fast
becoming popular with the three courses
for £21.50 menu.
www.rivercottage.net/canteens/bristol/

Supplier of the Month –
Buxton Butcher’s
Nigel Buxton comes from a long line
of professional Bristol butchers. You
can even trace butchery back through
his family tree to 1890! Nigel made
his debut into the meat trade at just
12 years old and over the years has
learnt and mastered every aspect of
the trade, working his way up through
the ranks, moving from butchery,
slaughtering, processing, and cutting
to the Head of Meat at a top-end
organic specialist meat farm to
Commercial Director at a multi-million
pound meat concern.
Nigel has travelled the world in
his quest to source and select the
best meat that money can buy. In
his pursuit he’s been to America,
Argentina, Canada and most of Europe.
He has benefitted from these travels
by picking up valuable practices and
principles along the way. Nigel has put
everything he has learnt into practice
and is only happy delivering meat he
would eat himself (and he has really
high standards!).
Buxton Butchers opened in
Winterbourne village in 2009. All
meat is sourced as locally as possible
from the lush rural surrounds. Where
quality allows, all the pigs, lambs and
the majority of beef is local.
Due to massive demand from local
restaurants and hotels Nigel had to
take on a second premises in the form
of an industrial unit at Portbury, Bristol
in October 2010. The unit boasts a
purpose-built cutting area, dry-ageing
fridge, holding fridge and a walk-in
freezer.
Nigel prides himself on holding
traditional butchery values while
maintaining a modern outlook.

Grow Bristol
‘Smart urban farming for a better city’
Dermot O’Regan & Peter Whiting
Grow Bristol is a new urban farming
business that we have set up to develop
and demonstrate innovative and
sustainable ways of growing food in
the city spaces of Bristol for the benefit
of all its inhabitants. We are currently
growing salads in polytunnels on a
former industrial site together with
another project, while busy setting
up our own vertical growing systems
for herbs and micro-greens based on
hydroponics and aquaponics… but more
about that in a minute.
The challenge
Agricultural systems face a number of
challenges: to produce more food, on less
land, and waste less of it: to use much
less water; to become low-carbon; and be
more resilient to the changing climate and
weather conditions. There is also a need
to create a more sustainable food system
to improve people’s economic and social
wellbeing.
Bristol is rising to the challenge, with
a ‘Good Food Plan’ in place to create a
more healthy, viable and equitable food
system for the city, including an objective
to increase urban food production.
And we have a Mayor whose vision
includes Bristol becoming a leading
sustainable food city ‘widely celebrated
for its innovative network of urban food
producers making effective use of a wide
range of sites and innovative approaches.’
So we know there is a real need for what
we are doing, and we are sure we are in
the right place to do it.
Smart urban farming
We believe that these challenges and
ambitions can be met through an
approach we call ‘smart urban farming’.
This approach brings together innovation
and enterprise to help develop a better
food system that brings environmental,
5
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economic and social benefits: producing
healthy and affordable food all-year
round for local consumption; involving
people across the city in food growing to
increase their knowledge and wellbeing;
and helping create new businesses and
employment.
Our contribution to this is to develop urban
farming systems based on hydroponics,
aquaponics and vertical growing.
Compared to more traditional farming
practices, these systems use less water
(70–90% less), need fewer pesticides,
and optimise the use of nutrients while
increasing yields per area used. By
locating these growing systems close to
where people will eat the produce, and
using renewable energy, these systems
are much less carbon-intensive too.
Our growing systems
Vertical growing systems based on
hydroponics and aquaponics are where
plants are grown without soil on multiple
levels. In hydroponics, plants are
supported in a growing medium and the
nutrients that the plants normally derive
from the soil are simply dissolved into
water and delivered to the plant in various
ways depending on the system. This is an
age-old approach to growing food and is
a mainstay of modern mass production of
crops like tomatoes.
Aquaponics is a much more exciting
development, where hydroponics is
combined with aquaculture (raising
fish) in an integrated system for growing
fish and plants together. The fish waste
provides an organic food source for the
growing plants and the plants provide a
natural filter for the water the fish live in.
Microbes and worms that thrive in the
growing medium convert the nutrients
found in the fish waste into forms the
plants can take up and grow. The great

thing about aquaponics is that it is an
almost fully-closed ecosystem requiring
very little input (just some fish food and
some micronutrients) and generates
almost no waste.
Our current project and future plans
Our pilot project, to develop the viability
of growing healthy and low-carbon food
all year round in a controlled environment
with these systems, is called the ‘Grow
Box’. This is a converted shipping
container located near Temple Meads train
station on land managed by The Severn
Project, a well-known social enterprise
and major local salad producer. We are
also working alongside The Severn Project
helping them to deliver the salad-growing
business and we hope to continue this
partnership as both projects go from
strength to strength.
We now want to create more interest in our
work, gain the support and partnerships
we need to scale-up our growing systems
and showcase the potential for these as
viable urban food production systems. We
have big visions for how Bristol’s urban
agricultural production can be increased,
while creating multiple benefits for the
whole city population and attracting
global interest. We want to grow more food
on vacant land, in disused warehouses
and on rooftops, and we aim to work
with others to design and propose an
integrated urban vertical farm. We are
feeding these ideas into the Food Action
Group of Bristol European Green Capital
2015.
To read more about our work please check
out our website, like us on Facebook
and come and visit us as part of the Get
Growing Trail on 7 June. You can contact
us directly at info@growbristol.co.uk or
by phone on 07905 170346.
www.growbristol.co.uk

Sims Hill update
James Adamson

Read more online
In.gredients – Possibly the coolest
grocery store ever
digest: A packaging-free grocery
store, aiming to cut plastic out of the
system.
www.reconomy.org/in-gredientspossibly-the-coolest-grocerystore-ever/

After one of the wettest winters in a
very long time and a succession of
brutal storms we were left with some
very soggy soil (and feet) at both sites
and some minor damage to the Feed
Bristol greenhouse to deal with. The
growing plan is about 3–4 weeks behind
as a result of so much rain and a heavy
grass burden at Feed Bristol (due to the
mild winter weather, it just didn’t stop
growing!)
However, April has been very kind to
us weather wise and we are quickly
dealing with the backlog of planting and
sowing. The work has been considerably
quickened thanks to Ray, a local
smallholder who has been dropping
large quantities of manure to both sites
which saves much time and back ache!
We’ve also had another great team of
workshares apply and yet again it’s very
noticeable how important they are to
making the growing possible. It’s also very
heartwarming to work alongside a great
group of passionate people who often go
out of their way to support the growers
and the aims of Sims Hill.
Once again we are growing our early crops
of field veg at Feed Bristol and using Sims
Hill for main crops. We are also fortunate
enough to be using the greenhouse again
which has been pumping out serious
quantities of salads throughout the winter,
and we’re all very excited about the
prospects of another bountiful summer
harvest from what has proven to be our
greatest asset so far.
Pending some fair weather over a weekend
and some willing hands we will soon have
finished building our 2nd polytunnel at
Sims Hill which alongside its predecessor
will be dedicated to growing high value
herbs destined for the wholesaler and
local shops.

Call for help
The biggest blow this year has been losing
Grower Tim for an estimated 8 weeks due
to a knee injury which has placed a fair bit
of pressure on the growing team. We have
managed to find a suitable replacement
with plenty of experience and passion but
the workload is high and Tim’s knowledge,
muscle (and vehicle) is noticeably missed.
If anyone is interested in lending a hand
on a Mon, Tues, Thurs or Fri it would be
much appreciated, even for a couple of
hours, an extra pair of hands would make
a real difference. Please txt James in
advance 07935332659.
Permaculture LAND Centre
Our last members’ meeting was very
positive and included a great session on
Permaculture and the LAND programme
led by our tutor Tomas Remiarz. Since
then, we have managed to complete
a health and safety/risk assessment
document which was one of the big jobs
we needed to do to become accepted by
the Permaculture Association. Our grower
James has offered to lead a small team to
fulfil the rest of the requirements which
mainly revolve around designing attractive
and informative signage and marketing
materials which highlight how Sims Hill
integrates permaculture principles in
its growing plan. If anyone would like
to get involved please contact James on
07935332659.
We still need new members!
We are hoping to grow to 70 full shares by
the end of 2014! To do this we are running
a series of stalls and participating in
several events over the next few weeks.
Look for us at Real Economy’s pop-up
market at the Walled Garden in Barton
Hill on 7 May, at the Land and Food Forum
at Feed Bristol on 10 May (as part of the
outstanding lineup of events at the Bristol
Food Connections Festival), and also at
Feed Bristol on 7 June as part of this
year’s Get Growing Trail. Check our blog
for more information.
www.simshill.co.uk
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Living with Climate Change:
Joanne Poyourow in Los Angeles
digest: How California is coping with
the worst drought in 500 years.
www.transitionnetwork.org/
blogs/rob-hopkins/2014-03/livingclimate-change-joanne-poyourowlos-angeles
The Case for Food Hubs
digest: How can local growers,
farmers and artisans aggregate,
process, market and share their
goods? How can they get what
they grow and produce from their
fields and home kitchens to the
consumer’s dining table and local
institutions? Food hubs are the
missing link in the local food chain.
http://wayneroberts.ca/
archives/988
Swanton Berry Farm: Bringing
Justice to the Table
digest: One of four farms in
the United States to receive the
Agricultural Justice Project’s Food
Justice Certification label, which sets
rigorous standards for respectful
treatment of farmworkers, living
wages, safe working conditions, and
collective bargaining rights.
www.cuesa.org/article/swantonberry-farm-bringing-justice-table
Guy Watson on how Riverford Farm
is living with climate change
digest: Perhaps those for whom the
notion of ‘living with climate change’
is most acutely felt are farmers. Their
business models depend on the
weather obliging them with good
growing conditions, something it is
increasingly failing to do.
www.transitionnetwork.org/blogs/
rob-hopkins/2014-03/guy-watsonhow-riverford-farm-living-climatechange

Bristol’s local food digital revolution
Ben Patten

FarmDrop is a new online platform that
helps communities come together to buy
from local food producers directly. The
platform provides farmers and producers
with a new profitable route to market
and provides shoppers with convenient
online access to locally sourced food.
After a series of trial FarmDrops in Spring
2013, we launched the platform nationally
in March and have been welcoming
communities throughout the UK on to the
site. From Worthing and Walthamstow in
the South, to Wylam in the North there
are now FarmDrop communities up and
running, all driven by a shared belief in
the need to build a better food future.
We’re delighted to be working with
producers and communities in the West
Country as well, and will be launching the
first Bristol FarmDrops this summer.
Before we delve into looking at the change
we hope FarmDrop can help bring about,
it’s worth reminding ourselves why the
need for change is so pressing.
The problem
60 years ago, our pre-supermarket world
saw farmers and food producers receiving
over 50% of the money spent on food.
Today, that number is only 11%. As a result,
one in four farming families are reported
to live on or below the poverty line.
And our industrialised food system
doesn’t work for the rest of us either. The
serpentine-like food supply chain has
resulted in a severe lack of traceability
and subsequently trust in the food we put
on our plates. The detrimental social and
economic impact of large supermarket
chains on our communities is massive,
and whether it’s rising levels of obesity or
diabetes the effect our highly processed
diet has on our long term health regularly
makes headlines. A recent study suggests
out of all lifestyle choices, poor diet will be
the biggest drain on NHS resources.
In 2012 less than 1% of the UK’s total
grocery spend went on locally sourced
food, yet DEFRA estimate that 70% of UK
7
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consumers want to shop more locally and
regionally. Despite the supermarket’s
persistent use of word ‘local’ in their
marketing campaigns, it’s actually
extraordinarily difficult for us to access
local food in our centralised food system.
The opportunity: Local Food’s digital
revolution
The past few years have seen a resurgence
in the desire to create a more sustainable
food system. The rise in the number
of community gardens, urban growing
projects, food buying groups, CSAs and
even CSF (Community Supported Fishing
projects) are just some inspiring examples
of components of a better food future.
But with developments in technology
helping us connect to each other like
never before, and online grocery sales
set to double to £11.2 billion by 2017, we
truly believe that technology has a central
role to play in bringing about large scale
meaningful change.
FarmDrop’s model will help build a
national network of community-led,
resilient local food systems that promote
equity, reclaims power from supermarkets
and Big Food and diverts it back where it
should be: with farmers, food producers
and the communities they serve.
How FarmDrop works
The FarmDrop platform helps people to
create a community-based local food
system. Each FarmDrop community is set
up and managed by a Keeper. Keepers are
responsible for growing their FarmDrop
community of Members (people who will
support and buy from the FarmDrop) and
Producers who will supply the FarmDrop.
Each drop has a homepage on the
FarmDrop platform, which is part social
network and part e-commerce platform.
Producers upload seasonal produce they
have available, and Members can browse,
buy and learn all about their Producers
and really get a feel for where their food’s
coming from. Once a week the Producers
bring all the pre-ordered food to a single

venue in the community, such as a pub,
library or school for Members to pick up.
Producers will always receive 80% of the
sale price, Keepers receive 10% for their
time and effort building the community
and managing the FarmDrop, and the final
8% (with 2% going on payment processing
charges) helps us to cover the costs of
our 9 strong team of local food loving
developers and network team in Bethnal
Green.
FarmDrop in Bristol
We’re all huge fans of the West Country
(in fact Hannah our Community Manager
is a born and bred Bristolian) so we’re
incredibly excited to be planning the
first Bristol FarmDrops. The support
we’ve received from people, groups
and organisations in Bristol has been
completely overwhelming. Following a well
attended meetup in March this year, we’ve
gone on to forge relationships with some
fantastic local Bristol producers, and are
especially delighted to welcome Luke
Hasell from the Story Group on board as a
consultant producer.
Alongside Luke, we’re also working closely
with Will Campbell-Clause of Stream Farm
to launch the first Bristol FarmDrops this
summer. To join FarmDrop as a Member
all you need to do is register at: www.
farmdrop.co.uk/#/sign-up/member and
then join your local FarmDrop. For more
information on Bristol drops please check
out the map on www.farmdrop.co.uk to
see what’s happening near you.
And of course if you’re interested in
setting up a FarmDrop in your community,
please register www.farmdrop.co.uk/#/
info-keeper your interest on our website,
or feel free to get in touch at:
hello@farmdrop.co.uk
Hope to see you at a Bristol FarmDrop soon.
Ben Patten
ben.patten@farmdrop.co.uk
@benpattenfood

Incredible Edible news

Campaigns

The primary aim of Incredible Edible
Bristol was always to empower
communities of people around the city
of Bristol, to grow food and to come
together as community groups to do so,
whilst offering support to groups and
organisations who are already set up,
in whatever way they might need. Some
groups need horticultural help, but
equally some need help with volunteers,
fund raising or awareness and this is
and will continue to be an important part
of our remit.

Taxpayers spend £2.1bn every year
on food and catering in schools,
hospitals, government departments,
prisons and the armed forces. We
should be ensuring that our money
provides healthy and sustainable
food. Now we have not just one, but
three initiatives with the potential
for something unusual – joined up
policy across government towards
consistent health and sustainability
standards for the vast majority of
food served in the public sector –
hospitals, schools and central
government.

Sara Venn

When looking at the growing scene in
the city it is really easy to see the large
projects such as Feed Bristol and Sims Hill
but there are also a multitude of tiny, very
local groups that are happy to have new
members join them and help them expand
and take food growing in their areas to a
new and exciting level. There are groups in
parks, such as Plant@St Agnes Park, who
having started to grow in two especially
made raised beds, are now expanding
around those beds and growing in areas
of the parks beds, and planning to do far
more in the future. Not only do they have a
real love of local food, but they are also so
welcoming and will happily talk to anyone
about their project as well as welcome
new volunteers with open arms.
Over in Southville and Bedminster,
EdibleBS3 are picking up new projects
all over their area, including reviving
the large planters on East Street with
edibles, painting the side of the Hen and
Chickens pub and restaurant with an
edible theme, working with businesses to
put gardens outside their premises and
much much more. This is so exciting as
only a few weeks ago we were discussing

with a key member of the Bedminster
Neighbourhood Forum, Ben Barker, how
lacking in green spaces these areas are.
Soon they will be both beautiful and full
of well grown, organic produce for the use
of the community and EdibleBS3 will be,
I hope, an inspiration to all. If you live in
this area and want to get involved there
is an EdibleBS3 Facebook page as a first
contact.
Work is now beginning in Kingsdown,
in the green areas around the Dove
Street Flats, to make edible beds for the
communities that live there. Collaboration,
a word and concept which community
led organisations need to grasp in order
to gain strength, has here taken place
with the People’s Republic of Stokes
Croft, and we hope that with community
consultation, that this area will have
several groups working together to
make and maintain edible beds for their
communities to use. What for us is so
exciting, is that we are able to bring
all these groups together to use their
individual experience, successes and
failures as help and support for each
other. Bristol can become a community led
city with this kind of collaboration, making
its future secure in the face of uncertainty
and giving it confidence to push
boundaries and expect more from itself
and its citizens than was ever considered
possible previously.
Sara Venn
sara@ediblebristol.org.uk

The Friendly Garden Share Project
The Friendly Garden Share Project puts
owners of underused gardens who
would like to share their space in touch
with local growers who need a garden. In
return the gardener shares a proportion
of the produce.
Garden Share co-ordinators are needed
to help lovely people in their local area
benefit from combining resources to
grow and share fresh healthy produce.
It’s anticipated that volunteering as
a co-ordinator might only mean a
commitment of around 20–40 hours a
year.
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The role basically involves some
promotion (e.g. posters in local shops)
and interviewing local residents who
wish to partake, then endeavouring
to make the best match. I can provide
templates for posters and good
questions to ask growers and sharers
etc. Those you decide to introduce then
decide between themselves whether
and how to go ahead.
If you are interested and would like to
find out more please call Chris:
07792 394271
www.friendlygardenshare.org.uk

Good Food on the Public Plate

www.eating-better.org/blog/39/
Good-Food-on-a-Public-Plate.html
See also Sustain’s ‘Enough is
enough’ campaign for compulsory
hospital food standards:
www.sustainweb.org/
hospitalfood/
Meat Free May
Meat and dairy production is
responsible for 14.5% of all global
greenhouse gas emissions and
overfishing is damaging our marine
ecosystems. It would be better for
ourselves and the planet if we ate
less meat and fish, and a more plant
based diet.
www.foe.co.uk/page/sign-upmeat-free-may
National Vegetarian Week:
Monday 19–Sunday 25 May
For businesses, community groups
and educational establishments,
National Vegetarian Week is a great
opportunity to highlight vegetarian
products, share a meat-free meal
or bring the benefits of a vibrant
vegetarian lifestyle into the
classroom.
www.nationalvegetarianweek.org/
Fight the Junk Food Ads
A campaign jointly launched by
Children’s Food Campaign and the
British Heart Foundation, together
with active support from a number of
other organisations. It is a renewed
push to tighten up existing rules on
protecting children from junk food
marketing on TV and online.
http://extras.bhf.org.uk/junkfood/

Milestones Trust
Louise Chambers

Milestones Trust is a Bristol-based
charity with a 28 year history of
offering safe, person-centred support
to people with learning disabilities,
including autism and those who display
challenging behaviour, people with
mental health needs, and older people
with dementia.

Not all care homes have chefs; often it
is the job of support workers to do the
cooking, and part of the aim of this project
is to create a standard for care home food.
This will ensure that people enjoy a certain
level of quality in their catering, that food
is nutritionally balanced, healthy and,
where possible, freshly prepared.

Services include nursing and residential
care homes ranging from small homes
with five bedrooms to larger specialist
homes, support at home with daily living,
housing and support in flats, bedsits,
shared houses and day services.

Soil Association
Bronze Quality Catering Mark Award

The people we support do not always
enjoy good health and their immune
systems are often compromised. One way
to improve this is to raise the standard of
food within the care home setting.
Following a successful funding bid to the
South Glos S256 Care Home Panel, we
were able to launch a project to improve
diet and nutrition within our homes. We
started working with Francine Russell from
‘All about food’ (www.allaboutfood.uk.com)
where staff and residents learn together to
plan a varied menu, shop locally and cook
wholesome, nutritious food.
At the same time we created a bespoke
catering qualification with Barny
Haughton of the Square Food Foundation.
Staff who work in residential settings
have undertaken a 10 week catering
qualification looking at where food comes
from, the best way to prepare it, and how
to make changes to the way they cook the
food within the homes.
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One of the Trust’s largest care homes,
Humphry Repton House, a 45 bedded home
for people with dementia, has been
awarded Soil Association’s Bronze Catering
Mark. Milestones Trust is now working
with other homes to achieve this award.
Humphry Repton House gained the
Catering Mark as a result of changing its
menus to ensure that 75% of meals on
the premises are freshly prepared, and
that food contains seasonal ingredients
and is free from undesirable additives or
transfats, to meet the Soil Association’s
criteria. The Soil Association works to
ensure that everyone can access food that
is good for them and the world.
This is very much breaking new ground,
as Humphry Repton House was only
the second care home in the country to
achieve this award. Assessing nursing
homes on these criteria presented a
range of new challenges, as people with
dementia may not be able to eat solid
food, and may also have a preference
for meals they enjoyed in their youth,
which the home would provide as part
of reminiscence therapy.

Growing our own food
Alongside this we are working with
Growing Support (see Bristol’s local food
update, Jan–Feb 2014 issue), a social
enterprise who work for the benefit of
the local community. Milestones have
identified 10 homes to work with Growing
Support to create vegetable, salad and
herb gardens. Growing Support are
helping the residents find out what
they like to eat in the way of fruit and
vegetables, helping them create their
vegetable patches from scratch, so that
healthy and fresh food can be produced.
Local volunteers and teams from corporate
supporters will be helping residents and
staff to work together in the gardens,
to help dig out and create their own
vegetable patches. These will help inform
the weekly menu planning and will supply
the kitchens with home grown produce.
Aiming to improve the diet and nutrition
and growing food from scratch has
created a great deal of interest locally and
nationally and we look forward to the next
year to see what happens.
Louise Chambers Head of Eldercare
louisec@milestonestrust.org.uk

Growing for Health
Community food growing – a natural part of the health service
Mary Rivers
Interested in getting your community
food growing project funded by the NHS?
Growing Health is a national project which
brings together a wealth of evidence about
how community food growing projects
help promote health and wellbeing. They
have information on their website about
who’s who in the world of NHS/Public
Health, how to go about making valuable
links, understanding the jargon, putting in
bids, and evidencing the health impacts of
food growing projects.
At their conference in London on 2 April,
Tim Lang Professor of Food Policy at City
University London, said that innovative,
cost-effective ‘green care’ projects
that tackle access to good food, health
inequalities and mental health needs, are
exactly the sort of solutions health and
social care commissioners are looking for
right now.
Speakers from community growing projects
commissioned by Clinical Commissioning
Groups (CCGs) shared their experience of
how they have secured ongoing funding
for their projects. Their top tips on how to
build relationships to secure funding
include: network with all the key individuals
and groups whenever and wherever
possible; have facts and figures to show
the cost effectiveness of your project;
use lots of visuals to clearly and simply
demonstrate the impact of your project.

Video

There were also a number of academics,
including Joe Sempik from Nottingham
University, Olivier Vardakoulinas from New
Economics Foundation, and Paul Courtney
from the Countryside and Community
Research Institute. They talked about
the tools we can use to evaluate our
projects. The key thing here is there is no
need to reinvent wheels when it comes to
evaluation. Just be clear about what your
project is trying to achieve and then use a
simple, tried and tested way of measuring
the outcomes.

For example, if your project aims to
help reduce depression and anxiety,
there are validated tools like the Beck
Depression Inventory or Hospital Anxiety
and Depression Scale. If you want to
show the financial benefits of your
project, calculate the cost to the NHS of
providing their ‘business as usual’ service
minus the running costs of your project.
Another powerful tool is the Social Return
on Investment (SROI). This is a more
complicated to work out because it looks
at outcomes and the chain of events
over time to work out the impact of your
project.
Growing for Health will produce a
comprehensive list of all these validated
tools that you can use to evaluate your
project. If we all use these validated tools,
the body of evidence of the efficacy of our
‘green care’ projects will be boosted and it
will be much easier to convince funders of
the benefits of this work.
Growing for Health are looking for more
case studies of relevant projects which
have attracted NHS funding, to add to
their case study library and to help share
best practice.
If you need any help and advice on
building partnerships or evaluation tools
and techniques, do contact Bristol Food
Network or look on the Growing for Health
website, where you can also download the
presentations from the conference:
www.sustainweb.org/growinghealth
Mary Rivers
merivers@hotmail.com

Redfield Lodge –
St George in Bloom
We need ideas, enthusiasm and
expertise!
We are looking for a volunteer
(or group of volunteers) to run a
gardening club at Redfield Lodge in
Avonvale Road, St George.
Redfield Lodge is a council-run care
home for people with dementia. The
staff and people who live here are
working on their garden, so that it
can be part of ‘St George in Bloom’,
but they need help – particularly
with the borders in the front garden.
We are asking the local primary
school for their involvement and
would like to set up a gardening
club, to run either weekly or
fortnightly, for the children and the
residents at the home.
For this to work, we need someone
who can lead the club, providing
advice and direction to the
participants. Staff will be on hand to
help both the children and the older
people. We have some tools and
budget for plants etc.
If you are interested in getting
involved in this project, please
contact Jan Connett, Bristol City
Council, on 0117 352 5135 or
jan.connett@bristol.gov.uk
You will need to have practical
gardening skills and knowledge
that you are willing to share with
participants, and to hold (or
be prepared to apply for) CRB/
DBS clearance to volunteer with
vulnerable people.

You can also download a copy of the
Growing Health report The benefits of
gardening and food growing for health
and wellbeing, from the website (www.
sustainweb.org/publications/?id=293)
This study reviews current literature
and highlights compelling case for
commissioning of food growing by health
service, with foreword by Tim Lang.

Family farming for a nourished world

One Planet Living

The Growing Schools Garden

Family farms make up over 98% of farm
holdings and are responsible for at least
56% of agricultural production.

One Planet Living is about enjoying a high
quality of life within our fair share of the
earth’s resources. Find out about inspiring
projects around the world, and see how
you can get involved.

Chris Beardshaw introduces a garden
designed by kids for kids, to demonstrate
as much of the potential for ‘Learning
Outside the Classroom’ as possible.

http://sustainablefoodtrust.org/
articles/family-farmers-a-nourishedworld
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www.oneplanetliving.net/

www.thegrowingschoolsgarden.org.uk/

Orchard Roots Bristol exhibition

Horfield Parish 1843 Tithe Map for
Orchard Roots Bristol

Apple Tasting and Identification Table.
All photos taken at Horfield Organic Community
Orchard Apple Day Oct 2013. © jamie carstairs

Orchard Roots and Fruits
Shannon Smith

The fruits of a community history project
carried out by members of Horfield
Organic Community Orchard (HOCO)
during 2013 will be on show during this
year’s Get Growing Trail.
Orchard Roots Bristol (ORB) explored and
celebrated fruit growing in a particular
place, a community orchard in Horfield,
Bristol. The stories gathered during the
project blossomed, cross-pollinated,
and matured to a fruitful harvest. They
touched on rich seams, such as the role of
Bristol University’s Long Ashton Research
Station (LARS) in fruit cultivation and cider
making.
An ‘All our stories’ grant from the Heritage
Lottery Fund made it possible for orchard
members to look at an apparently familiar
landscape with fresh eyes. Myths were
debunked and replaced by a more
informed understanding of our local
landscape. We learned from the living
evidence of the hedge boundaries that
outline centuries-old field demarcations,
and where classic hedgerow species of
bullace, bramble and ‘feral’ apples still
grow.
Researches at Bristol Record Office into
historic land use showed it was mainly
rough pasture for grazing, and woodland.
In the later 19th century, as Bristol
expanded, the larger fields were redefined
as smaller allotment garden plots. This
change to a more domestic scale reflected
the needs of a growing urban population,
and recognised that access to land for
household production of food could make
a big difference for families with uncertain
incomes and livelihoods.
Horfield Organic Community Orchard
(HOCO) began in 1998 on one of these
very overgrown allotment plots. Orchard
members, past and present, took part
in an active workshop in April 2013.
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Memories and experiences were woven
together with photographs, plans, and
maps – to make a record of the inspiration
and planning, the perspiration of clearing
and planting, and the on-going labours of
pruning, composting, and harvesting 100
fruiting trees, bushes and vines. A well
as sharing toil, this collaborative process
showed that members bring a wide range
of different skills and qualities to the
project – everything from carpentry and
computing expertise, to backgrounds in
business, community education, health
and horticulture.
The local community and wider public
shared their stories of fruit and food
growing at a ‘Know Your Orchard Roots
Bristol’ event at HOCO in June 2013. Voices
from allotment holders and people with
Long Ashton connections were recorded.
Personal and familial recollections traced
changing patterns in the decades since
the 1940s as local food economies gave
way to globalised food systems.
Two field trips to the Quantocks in
Somerset, where less than one percent
of historic orchards remain, interleaved
a different landscape with the ORB story.
We found orchards planted in the 1970s
shaped by the endeavours of LARS (closed
in 2003) to improve commercial cider
production. Ghost orchards, the result
of decades of neglect, testified to the
difficulties for fruit growers of making a
living from their labours and produce.
Drawing on the formidable knowledge of
British fruit experts (e.g. Charles Martell,
Joan Morgan and Liz Copas) whose work
is published in print and online, we were
able to accurately and permanently label
80 fruiting trees. We also discovered
more about the heritage of the very
local varieties in the orchard, and can
now trumpet their particular stories.

Some arose by chance, others by human
enterprise, and all come to us through a
combination of nature and nurture.
A large reproduction of the 1843 Horfield
Parish tithe map held at Bristol Record
Office was made as a permanent resource
for the group, and others interested in the
local history of the area. The distinctive
‘elbow’ shaped plot (number 58) now
cultivated by HOCO, can clearly be seen
on the redrafted map made based on a
new survey, and meticulous checking of
the names of the different fruits. A web
version of this map will be available in
summer 2014.
Orchards are shaped by human culture
and by nature. ORB shows how one
voluntary community group transformed
a small area of marginal, hard to cultivate
clay on limestone, into a fruitful and
beautiful orchard that inspires learning,
growing, and community celebrations.
All are welcome to see the Orchard Roots
Bristol exhibition and tour the orchard,
while enjoying homemade refreshments
at Horfield Organic Community Orchard.

Summer Orchard Open Day
on the Get Growing Garden Trail
1–5pm Saturday 7 June
How to find the Orchard (nearest postcode
BS7 8JP) Walk down the lane beside
22 Kings Drive (between Bishop Road and
Kellaway Avenue), turn left and it’s the
first gate on the right. OR take the lane
beside 134 Longmead Avenue until you
come to the last gate on the left.
(Dogs on leads, please.)
Shannon Smith
hocohello@gmail.com · 0117 373 1587
www.community-orchard.org.uk

2. Community empowerment (our
programme of commissioning other
groups to grow for us is working with
7 different organisations/individuals
feeding into our system) and
3. generation of revenue – mostly
through sales – meaning that we are
independent of often slow moving
funding/commissioning systems and
can react swiftly to a particular need
which obviously helps our social
outcomes and enables us to generate
additional community empowerment.

Severn Project update
Steve Glover

Spring is here!! This winter must have
been the mildest since we started
growing food, which does throw up a few
challenges in itself – more weeds and a
possibility of more pests which would
normally have been killed by a prolonged
frost.
Our Templemeads site is now in full
production, with all of our beds full of
our trademark mixed leaf salad. We have
upgraded our refrigeration by buying a
couple of large refrigerated vans – one
static for Templemeads, one mobile so
that when and where crops are ready we
have the capacity to bring the van so that
produce is chilled on site and during the
journey back to the processing unit.
Unfortunately the HCA are not extending
our lease on the Templemeads site beyond
November 2014 – it does seem strange
that as we move into 2015 Green Capital
year that one of the most productive
urban farms in the country and some of
the most potentially productive land (Blue
Finger) are neither likely to be part of the
food growing infrastructure in Bristol. We
are actively seeking another city centre
site and possibly in partnership with a
couple of other organisations. Last year we
won the Green Volunteer Award, a Thank
You award from Easton and Laurence
Hill Neighbourhood Management, also
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were named as supplier of the month by
River Cottage. This year we have been
shortlisted as Best Producer by Bristol
Good Food Awards.
Our Keynsham site is also in full production
but again the lease is up in November
2014 and so we are also seeking a more
longterm solution in the B&NES area.
The Keynsham site is generating massive
social outcomes particularly in terms of
delivering apprenticeships – we currently
have 3 adult apprentices and another 2
signing up in a couple of weeks time.
We are in negotiations with a number of
different investors for our Whitchurch site
and are expecting to be beginning work
there in June.
For the new season we have recruited
some new directors – Phil Haughton from
the Better Food Company, Josh from the
Pony and Trap, Sara Venn from Incredible
Edible and Deb Newrick from St Mungos
are joining our existing team, making
us quite a force to be reckoned with
(still looking for someone with a legal
background if anyone is out there...).
Our programme now is split into three
segments:
1. development of social impact
(see SE100 index)

This winter we (like many other salad
producers in the UK) switched to Spanish
production which meant that I spent a
week or so in southern Spain inspecting
prospective growers to ensure that
they came up to our standards and
that they were engaged in community
development/generating social outcomes.
We have partnered with Real Association
de Marginalalados who provided us with
the same top quality produce through
the winter months – we hope that this
arrangement continues through the next
winters allowing us to consistently supply
our outlets week in week out.
The future: This winter is going to be
a little challenging with two sites to be
dismantled and moved but hopefully our
strategy of importing from Spain to add
to our winter salad production (grown
at Whitchurch) will take some of the
pressure off. It seems to me that we have
proved a lot of outcomes for commercial
food production in a challenging urban
environment and while the Food Policy
Council and Green Capital have all
benefited from our efforts that there is no
actual tangible support for us which leads
me to believe that the policies around
food production are conceptual rather
than actual – it remains to be seen.
We are always looking for the ‘next new
thing’ and are actively seeking more
‘satellite growers’ (we currently have 7 –
Leyhill Prison being one of them) with
the Severn Project offering machinery,
land, polytunnel space, refrigerated
storage, distribution, sales, admin
support, volunteer co-ordination, packing,
marketing, branding etc etc. It could
be a very exciting next phase, centred
around an anearobic digester … more
news next edition … In the meantime if
anyone fancies actually getting on with the
business of growing food, please ring me.
Steve Glover
Director, The Severn Project CIC
07960290943 · 0117 935 3780
www.thesevernproject.org

What Happens Next
Nicola Lace

‘What Happens Next’ is a project that
encompasses the spirit of taking an idea
‘from seed to celebration’ (the project’s
motto, incidentally). It’s all about
the full cycle: Grow something; Make
something; Sell something!
It’s more than just growing vegetables: its
picking what we’ve grown and developing
it from a side dish to something lateral.
For example, growing carrots is great,
but what happens next? We make carrot
chutney for hampers or blend carrot juice!
All to be sold any way we see fit. This
could be market stalls but it could be
bigger than that. We could supply cafes,
restaurants or private functions... the
possibilities are endless.
The deeper philosophy of ‘What Happens
Next’ is that the tasks undertaken as
part of the project connect our spirit with
the earth, producing fun consumerist
commodities!!!!
As part of our current project, we are
engaging young people (16–18 years
old) from deprived areas of Bristol in
partnership with KTS Training. KTS Training
is a training provider for young people
who have struggled with the mainstream
channels of education (GCSEs, A-levels
etc), and who need English and Math’s
support and/or vocational training. The
latest recruits are putting their time
and efforts into a piece of unused land
in Hillfields, Bristol. Our intention is to
provide insight to these young people to
help them to design, build and maintain

The
Community
Farm

The Community Farm has been
shortlisted for the Best Local Grower
in the Bristol Good Food Awards
(www.guide2bristol.com/
news/83592/Bristol-Good-FoodAwards-2014--Finalists-announced),
along with some of the people we
supply to.
a working piece of land. They do not only
have an opportunity to grow the produce
but sell it as well. They are free to decide
the product, e.g. herb tea, and it is part
of their training to decide the marketing,
branding, advertising and then how it’s
sold.
So these young people watch the product’s
full life cycle, from ‘Seed to Celebration!
We are lucky to have the building supplier
Travis Perkins on side too, who have
kindly donated bricks, wood and other
supplies.
Fundamentally, we believe that this
project will empower disengaged young
people as it offers an alternative way
of learning and living – inspired by
reconnecting with the natural life cycles
we once belonged to.
Nicola Lace
nicola.lace@ktsgroup.co.uk
0117 960 5184
www.ktstraining.co.uk

Luke Hasell (one of the Farm’s board
members) has been shortlisted for
the BBC Food and Farming Awards’
Outstanding Farmer of the Year
(www.thecommunityfarm.co.uk/
news/2014/03/luke-hasell-bbcfood-and-farming-awards/). The
winner will be announced in early
May. Luke along with Community
Farm staff and volunteers were
on Radio 4’s On Your Farm (www.
bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03z3kt4)
programme. Luke, filmed at The
Community Farm, also appeared on
BBC One’s Countryfile on Sunday
27 April, when the BBC Food and
Farming Awards finalists were
profiled.
Get real experience of how
organic vegetables are grown by
volunteering with The Community
Farm. We have a Community Farmer
Day (www.thecommunityfarm.
co.uk/volunteering/communityfarmer-days/) coming up as well
as opportunities to volunteer
with us on a regular basis
(www.thecommunityfarm.co.uk/
volunteering/regular-weekdayvolunteering/).
Wouldn’t it be nice to get organic,
locally grown vegetables delivered
to your door each week? If you order
now from The Community Farm and
quote the offer code 443, you’ll get
your 4th box absolutely free!
We’ve also teamed up with The Story
to offer a delicious selection of free
range organic pork reared here at
The Community Farm – our Happy
Big Box! (www.thecommunityfarm.
co.uk/news/2014/03/free-rangeorganic-pork/)
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John Stuart Mill (1806–73) seems to
offer the perfect starting point for
what I always vowed never to do. That
is to rage against a likely forthcoming
injustice and what seems to be a
mindset incapable of looking beyond
the narrow confines of technical and
engineering solutions when we think
about the sustainable and resilient
city. I am talking about the continuing
battleground to get some of the best
agricultural and horticultural soil on
the north fringe of Bristol protected
once more for food production. The deep
slumber of decided opinion, here and
now, pits bus slip-road builders against
food producers and leaves our priceless
soils perilously close to ongoing and
permanent destruction.
Many of our cities and market towns
grew out of decent quality soil and food
production from local acres became a
key feature of local capitalism. Sadly,
the power of global capitalism relating
to food production and distribution
continues to cut a swath of destruction
across our local agri-cultures at the very
time we need them most. Bristol needs
all the high quality land that surrounds it
and communities are mobilising to make
use of this incredible asset which can help
us to develop the increased resilience
we surely need in our food systems, both
locally and globally.
The Economist from September 2013 talked
of urban dreamscapes and starting cities
from scratch with reference to the building
of Masdar City in the deserts of Abu Dhabi,
in this case above one of the world’s
largest reserves of fossil fuel. We are not
doing that here in Bristol, but rather
attempting to deliver a series of actions
which will celebrate the city as environment
capital of Europe in 2015. Soil and land
have a part to play here in Bristol, as they
helped to shape our food economy and
can continue to do so into the future.
It would, of course, be deeply ironic
if my arguments were found to be
fundamentally flawed and that we can
indeed continue to make the assumption
that food will flow into Bristol from all over
the globe to feed us into perpetuity. This
over-dependence on global provisioning
threatens us all in both global north and
global south. It acts to discourage, not
encourage, our land-based endeavours.
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FOOD? –
Which way now –
TARMAC?

Food or Tarmac

Breaking the deep slumber of decided opinion
Richard Spalding
I have been campaigning for some
years now to alert everyone I see to
the importance of using high grade
agricultural land in and around our cities
for producing food. When I started to
raise these ideas and begun to dig out
the old agricultural land classification
maps from 1950s Bristol, what emerged
was the sense that city growth and postwar economic reconstruction seemed to
have taken its eye off soil and land as a
strategic resource for feeding us. Even
though those soil asset maps still haunt
me with their prescience of tougher times
ahead, the call they were making has been
almost totally disregarded in recent times.
Soil and land and food can come from
elsewhere – don’t worry so much!
I still look beyond dreamscapes to agroecological realities which show how Bristol
was able to wake from the deep slumber
of decided opinion and celebrate this
awakening to the whole of Europe. A city
able to take the environmental accolades
in 2015 with not just land values, but with
“values for land and soil” firmly in place.

All I am suggesting here is that dialogue
and dissent play a key part in getting to
better decisions and it seems that some
parties are actually not listening properly
to a debate that ultimately affects us all.
Indeed, J S Mill was a philosopher, political
economist and civil servant and certainly
wide awake in his thinking about how to
cherish and welcome debate in finding
better solutions to problems. This surely
must include an explicit set of enabling
planning legislation to both protect land
for food at the same time as providing
support for food initiatives at local level.
I don’t want to look back in anger
and deep frustration at this wasted
opportunity. It’s just that I agree with
Patrick Holden of the Sustainable Food
Trust when he says that soil is at the
fulcrum of the debate about sustainability
and that it remains the irreplaceable
resource on which the future of civilisation
depends. Can I venture to suggest that this
also applies to Bristol and its City Region?
richardspalding@blueyonder.co.uk

Tagetes – French marigolds

Chives

Limanthes douglasii – Poached egg plant

Chives next to roses create posies
Alice Maltby

This well known saying comes from
the practice of planting chives near
rose bushes to deter the black spot
disease. It is one of the many examples
of companion planting in gardening
literature.
Bob Flowerdew tells us that companion
planting dates back to antiquity and refers
to Virgil’s quotation in his Georgics 1V,
31BC. An old man plants not just food
crops and utilitarian plants but flowers,
and non-productive trees and shrubs;
Virgil remarks on this because somehow
the old gardener produces exceptionally
well from land otherwise written off as
useless.
Companion planting is based on the
simple principle that all living things are
interdependent and that several plants
are mutually beneficial to each other.
According to Anne McIntyre, this interrelationship can be beneficial in different
ways: plants used for hedges provide
warmth and shelter to others nearby: some
plants attract pollinators and predators,
such as ladybirds and lacewings to the
area; highly scented vegetables and
herbs, and flowers rich in essential oils,
deter pests by confusing the scent.
Herbs in particular are recommended
for companion planting purposes.
Sage planted with cabbages is said to
repel cabbage white butterflies and
be beneficial if planted next to vines.
Colourful nasturtiums are a good tonic
for any garden. In addition to attracting
blackfly away from vegetables such as
cabbages and broad beans, they also
attract hoverflies which attack aphids.
Garlic is also recommended for keeping
aphids off roses. Artemesias discourage
moths and insects that attack brassicas
and carrots, and rue’s unpleasant smell
keeps away most pests.
While some companion plants seem
good for attacking unwanted insects,
others help plants in different ways. Jekka
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McVicar calls yarrow the plant doctor of
the garden. Its roots’ secretions activate
the disease resistance of nearby plants.
Also by accumulating phosphorous,
calcium and silica, it can benefit
homemade compost when the plants are
added to the heap. Chamomile has the
unique name of the ‘Physician’s Plant’ as
when planted near ailing plants, it also
helps to revive them.
The BBC gardening website recommends
growing French marigolds among tomatoes
as they emit a strong odour that will repel
greenfly and blackfly. It also suggests
planting carrots and leeks together to
protect against a variety of pests. The
leeks are said to repel carrot fly and the
carrots repel onion fly and leek moth.
There are beneficial influences that are
provided by plants underground as well as
above ground. Anne McIntyre explains that
some have exudations from the roots that
inhibit weeds and some fix nitrogen in the
soil, which is beneficial to other plants.
I think one of the first things I learned
about gardening was the important role
of plants in the pea family. Lupins, peas,
beans and sweet peas all benefit the soil
by taking nitrogen from the air and storing
it in their roots. So when your plants finish
flowering, it is important to leave the roots
in the soil. Some plants produce root
channels made by root hairs and larger
roots provide pathways through the soil
for other plants, and once the original
plant dies it provides nutrients that line
these passageways
The inhabitants of South America
cultivated plants that were totally
unknown in the Old World: maize,
tomatoes, potatoes, sunflowers, most
beans and many of the marrows and
squashes. They had been growing these
as companion crops for centuries without
damaging the soil and were supporting
vast populations. De Soto saw these new
crops when he visited the Americas in

1539 and was particularly impressed by
the Three Sisters method of growing. Tall
sweetcorn stems provide a structure for
climbing beans to grow up. The beans
provide a source of nitrogen through
their roots, to feed the nutrient hungry
squash which in turn provides living mulch
shading the ground and reducing weed
competition.
No article on companion planting is
complete without mentioning how to
encourage bees into your garden to
pollinate your plants. Jekka describes
lemon balm flowers as being sheer heaven
to bees and suggests planting it around
beehives or in orchards. Similarly, the
stunning blue borage flowers are very
attractive to bees and are especially
appreciated by runner beans and
strawberries. Borage also attracts black fly
to itself so leaving other plants alone.
Finally, probably one of the best
companions to roses, shrubs and soft
fruit is the poached egg plant, Limanthes
douglasii, a self-sowing annual. It attracts
hoverflies to eat aphids and is well loved
by bees.
To learn more about growing plants and
summer events, visit the University of
Bristol Botanic Garden.
University of Bristol Botanic Garden,
The Holmes, Stoke Park Road, BS9 1JG
0117 331 4906
www.bristol.ac.uk/botanic-garden
References
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Following the Plot no.19
Keith Cowling

It has been a pretty mild spring. Despite
some overnight frosts, the late cold
snap that I cautioned about in the last
column, didn’t materialise. So the spring
is now in full flood and it’s time to get
delicate plants out of pots and modules
and into the ground.
All the squashes, courgettes, and ridge
cucmbers can go outside, along with
outdoor tomatoes, sweetcorn and beans
sown indoors to keep them clear of slugs.
It also not too late to plant more potatoes
and make sure that all the brassicas
you want to grow have been sown. Too
late now really for Brussels sprouts, but
time enough for cabbages, cauliflowers,
broccoli and calabrese. Runner and
French beans can now be planted outside
and late carrots will get away well in the
warmer soil.
It is also a busy time for the food
campaigners and policy wonks (see
much of the other coverage in this issue).
The Food Connections festival has
provoked a large number of events, and
lots of creative thinking about local and
sustainable food. Much of this touches
on the productivity of allotments. In 2011,
the Who Feeds Bristol report identified
3,800 allotments in the city of Bristol
amounting to nearly 200 hectares of land.
It suggested that collectively they could
produce 2,800 tonnes of food or around
4% of the city’s overall food requirement.
Around the same time, I weighed the
produce from my own plot over a season
and concluded that it represented about
£600 of vegetables at current ‘organic’
prices. In 1912 however, Kropotkin
noted that the best marachiers (market
gardens) around Paris produced from a
single hectare “More than 20,000 lb. of
carrots; more than 20,000 lb. of onions,
radishes and other vegetables sold by
weight; 6,000 heads of cabbage; 3,000 of
cauliflower; 5,000 baskets of tomatoes;
5,000 dozen of choice fruit; and 154,000
heads of salad; in short, a total of 250,000
lb. of vegetables.”
But visions of a force of urban peasants
marching out to the plots each day to
produce the city’s food are a rather
romanticised view of the real situation.
The fact is, food production isn’t the
only – or even the main – priority for a lot
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of allotmenteers. Apart from those that
devote a lot of attention to flowers, some
see their plot as a kind of urban dacha
for spending summer days around the
barbecue. On our site, decks the size of
small helipads are becoming common,
and elaborate water features are in
evidence. Even more common are plots
where the tenant grows vegetables as a
hobby, but not with any view to efficiency
or maximum production. This all leads
to the obvious and frequently-asked
question about what allotments are for.
In fact allotments are ‘for’ a number of
different things, some not immediately
obvious. They are, of course, for growing
food. But more importantly in health terms
perhaps, they are for promoting exercise.
This is especially important for older
people and for vulnerable groups such as
people recovering from health problems.
They also secure open urban green space
with all the attendant visual amenity and
climate modifying implications. In densely
populated central Bristol, the green lung
that allotments create is often a factor
in local property values, so of interest
even to those who would never think of
sowing a lettuce. For many plot holders
however, there is something more. Some
atavistic sense of rightness, of connection
to our food and to an otherwise lost world
of simple fulfilling work. On a summer
day on the plot, all seems peaceful and
rhythmic – a small oasis of contentment in
a stressful world.

Nevertheless, the rationale of producing
food on allotments is enshrined in law and
in the tenancy agreement of every plot,
so if you are minded to take the challenge
of food growing seriously and to produce
a significant amount of your family’s
food, there are a few basic prerequisites
that almost anyone would need. Firstly,
you need a plan of your plot showing
the size and position of all the growing
areas. This will allow you to design a
cropping scheme, gauge seed and nutrient
requirements, and develop a simple
crop rotation that conserves fertility
and minimises chemical use. The plan
should be combined with a time schedule
of mulching, sowing, planting and
transplanting, clearing and covering. This
will also support a rotation strategy but
will also help make the best use of space
so that one crop can move in as soon as
an earlier crop clears. Thus, for example,
leeks sown in the furrow in March, can
be planted out at a final spacing on plots
cleared of early potatoes in late June.
And the last tip for boosting production –
get some growing space under glass or
polythene to extend your growing season.
Tunnels and Greenhouses next time...
Keith Cowling · keith@eyehouse.info
Ashley Vale Allotments Association
www.ashleyvaleallotmentsassociation.
org/index.php

An introduction
to BeeBristol
Tim Barsby

Beebristol is a new project responding
to the recent decline in honeybees and
other pollinators.
The ‘bee problem’ has become a
household phrase and there are a number
of issues contributing to the threat that
bees and all pollinators face. Beebristol is
here to tackle these issues by encouraging
people to create a better world for bees.
This is through urban beekeeping,
education, training and planting
wildflower meadows. We are excited
about the difference we can make by not
only raising awareness but providing
opportunities for people to get actively
involved. This will increase the number
of people making an impact at home and
in their community for the good of these
incredible pollinators.
Bees pollinate more than £1 Billion of
crops each year in the UK and without
them, hand pollination is a harsh, time
consuming and expensive substitute.
Another exciting area we are looking at is
the native British Black Bee (Apis Mellifera
Mellifera). The British Black is now quite
rare in the UK due to it being almost
wiped out around a hundred years ago.
Instead of it being encouraged to flourish
again, beekeepers began importing
European (Apis Mellifera) queens as this
was cheaper and easier at the time. This
trend has continued and that is why you
will most likely see the European bee in
your garden today. Although the European

is widespread and does seemingly well,
the Native British Black Bee holds genetic
characteristics that gives them certain
advantages. The British Black has longer
hair and a larger body that enable them
to fly in our harsh wind and light rain,
collecting more food for the colony and
therefore making them better equipped
for winter. Adding that to a longer life
span, stronger ability to defend the hive
from intruders (like wasps and hornets)
and a shorter breeding season to reflect
our summer, some say these advantages
make them better suited to our climate,
over their European counterpart.

Pearl barley pilaf with
Bristol honey roast roots &
Kentish cobnuts
Serves 8
Pilaf is traditionally a rice dish – this
is our British take on the classic
risotto, using our native pearl barley
to replace the Arborio. It’s a wintery
favourite, using the best of whatever
roots are available, roasted in honey
with oregano and then gently baked
to perfection. Its a great way to use up
whatever roots you have on hand and
if you don’t have cobnuts or hazelnuts,
walnuts are delicious too.
Ingredients

There is still some debate over the action
to take regarding the British Blacks and
defiantly two camps in the bee world
on the issue. We will be looking at this
closely and both conducting research and
collecting data. This will help us to further
understand whether or not the British
Black could hold the key to reversing
decline in honeybees in the UK. Please
visit our website for more information, to
get in touch about our services or to offer
your time as a volunteer. Ben Pryor from
Poco in Stokes Croft has been kind enough
to provide a couple of delicious reminders
of another by-product that we would
certainly miss in the honeybees absence...
honey!

50g butter
Oil
1 large onion
200g pearl barley
1 level tsp chilli flakes
3 cloves garlic
1 Pint veg stock (or chicken)
500g mixed roots (carrots, parsnips,
celeriac, salsify), cut to one inch cubes
3 tbsp Bristol honey
3 sprigs of oregano
2 heaped tsps ground coriander
2 heaped tsps cumin seed
100g Kalamata olives, pitted
Zest of 1 lemon
100g cobnuts, shelled and broken

Timothy Barsby Project manager,
BeeBristol · info@beebristol.org

Pre-heat the oven to 180°C

www.beebristol.org

Method
1) Roast the cubed roots in the oil,
honey and oregano until lightly
caramelised.
2) Saute the onion in oil until soft, add
the butter, spices, chilli flakes and fry
for 2 minutes.
3) Add the barley and stir well to coat
the grains, then add the stock, stir in
the roasted roots, olives and lemon
zest.
4) Bring to the boil, cover with a lid
or some foil and put in the oven for
25 minutes till the barley has taken on
enough stock to have a plump and firm
texture but without any hardness in the
core.
5) Finally, run half of the cobnuts
through the mixture and pour into
whatever serving dish you are using.
Sprinkle the remaining nuts on top with
some fresh coriander and serve.
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Wild Flowers
& Pollination
Mike Salisbury

For me, one of the greatest delights of
a garden, however small, is the hum of
bees and other insects, visiting those
flowers that provide enough pollen and
nectar to be attractive to them.
In early spring, even on a frigid morning,
this is most likely to be one of our species
of bumblebee. They can vibrate their flight
muscles, which raises their temperature,
giving them enough energy to fly in the
cold air. In this clever way, they can collect
pollen from the earliest flowers, stealing
a march on other species of bee, which
have to wait until warmer temperatures
generate enough natural energy for them
to take flight themselves!
It’s always nice when our next-door
neighbour’s hives begin to stir and
the worker honeybees start to visit our
flowers. They collect the protein-rich
pollen and the nectar which will feed both
themselves and their developing young,
back in the nest. During these journeys
from plant to plant the bees will inevitably
get a dusting of sticky male pollen grains
on their body hairs. When the bees visit
the same flowers but on other plants,
the pollen can easily be transferred to
the receptive female stigma, from where
a pollen tube grows down to fertilise the
ovaries. Hey presto, pollination complete,
with a good crop of seeds, fruits and
vegetables as the welcome outcome!
Little wonder then, that from the very
start of settled agriculture, humans have
domesticated and bred suitable species
of honeybee to do this essential work on
their crops for them.
All over the world, wild bees of many
species, pollinate a multitude of different
flowering plants, shrubs and trees.
Sometimes it’s just a mass invasion of
a particular flower in bloom for a short
while, like the hundreds of bees, of three
species, attracted to the highly perfumed,
flowers of a palm, which I photographed
in Costa Rica (see picture…). This method
is somewhat wasteful, however, and with
pollen using energy to produce, many
plants have evolved cunning ways to
attract specific creatures to collect much
smaller parcels of pollen for transfer.
Messengers need a reward though and the
most common bribe is nectar. It’s merely
a sugary liquid of no use to the flower,
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other than to attract a whole regiment
of butterflies, moths, flies, wasps and in
particular bees, to collect it. Many flowers
hide their nectar deep inside their blooms,
so a bee, for instance, has to crawl a
long way down to get at it, picking up a
small amount of pollen in the process.
A bee visiting a foxglove is a good British
example.
The co-evolution between flowers and
their pollinators has thrown up some
bizarre designs and I’ve been fortunate
enough to be involved in filming some of
them for BBC series, such as The Private
Life Of Plants and Life In The Undergrowth.
A good example is the mirror orchid of the
western Mediterranean, whose flowers
resemble the particular species of large
bee it wants to attract. The mimicry is
sensational, furry hair and all and is
further enhanced by the flower releasing a
perfume, which smells exactly the same as
that emitted by a sexually receptive female
bee. A male bee, hunting for a mate, is
duped into landing on the flower, grasping
it with his legs and trying to copulate with
it. During his exertions a curved column
descends from the top of the orchid and
neatly glues a tiny sac of pollen to his
head. If one of the next mirror orchids he
tries in vain to mate with, has already got
rid of its pollen sacs on another bee, then
the flower’s sticky female organ will pick
up his pollen and the job is done!
Pollination is a fascinating subject, for as
birds and mammals evolved after insects,
many flowers adapted to attract them too,
as pollinators, (think of humming birds
feeding on the nectar of many ornate
tropical blossoms or bats visiting the
cactus flowers that only open during the
night). However, insects and in particular
bees, remain by far the most numerous
and important pollinators, which is why
anything we can do to help provide
swathes of bee-friendly flower meadows in
our cities, is so vital and worthwhile.
Creating more wildflower areas and beefriendly city gardens is a really worthwhile
idea and then, if re-introduced colonies
of native British black bees were the ones
to pollinate them, what a brilliant bonus
that would be! The BeeBristol project,
therefore, has my full support.
Mike Salisbury OBE Trustee, BeeBristol

Hot Toddy
When you have that familiar tickle at
the back of your throat and can feel
a cold coming on there’s one remedy
that should be in everyone’s repertoire,
the Hot Toddy. Ours combines the best
local apple juice from Stream Farm out
in the Quantocks with the sweetest
Bristol honey.
A supremely simple cocktail, there
are hundred of variations that can be
made, from the addition of a shot of
ginger juice (one of my favourites) to
the use of different spirits. Most often
made using whisky, I make ours with
Somerset Cider Brandy and for a real
twist of the old world apothecary add
a few drops of some good cocktail
bitters. (A must have for any drinks
cabinet, they add complexity to many
drinks. They may seem expensive but
you only need one or two drops in each
drink so a bottle will last you a long
while. Well worth the outlay.)
Ingredients
50ml Somerset Cider Brandy
50ml Apple juice
25ml Lemon juice
3 tsp honey
4 dashes cocktail bitters
(I use Angostura)
Method
1) Combine apple juice, lemon juice
and honey in a small pan and bring to a
simmer, stirring to dissolve the honey.
2) add the brandy and decant in to
whatever vessel you chose, we use a
cut glass tumbler but there really are no
rules with a Toddy.
3) put a few drops of bitters over the
top, taste for sweetness and if you
prefer it a bit sweeter, add a touch
more honey and she’s there.

Windmill Hill City Farm
No garden but want to get
growing?
Do you live in a flat, or housing without a
garden, in one of these areas: Bedminster,
Southville, Bedminster Down, Redcliffe,
Totterdown, Arnos Vale, Knowle West,
Brislington, St Phillips or Ashton Gate?
Would you like to learn about food growing
but not sure where to start? If so Windmill
Hill City Farm is now offering FREE
gardening and food growing sessions and
we would like to invite you to get involved.
Sessions take place on Wednesdays
1.30–3.30pm and Thursdays 10am–
12noon. You can take part in practical
activities and learn about gardening
and growing food through our new
lottery funded ‘People Grow’ project.
We have several allotment-sized plots,
a poly-tunnel, a greenhouse and raised
beds. Sessions will be run by me, Susan
Rogers, the Community Gardens Manager
and we can discover together the many
different aspects of growing food, from
potatoes to chilli peppers or from chives
to cherries. If you have a little balcony or
even a window ledge we will also look at
ways you can grow fresh food and herbs
to enjoy at home. We will provide all the
tools, equipment and gloves you just need
to turn up. The sessions will be fun and
sociable and relaxed with time to enjoy
the garden space and meet other people.
You can come every week if you want or
drop in when it is right for you.
Maybe you are involved with a local
tenants association or work with a housing
association where residents have no
garden. If so we would be able to organise
a taster session for your group to find out
how they can get involved in the project.
Susan Rogers
Community Gardens Manager
susan.rogers@windmillhillcityfarm.org.uk
www.windmillhillcityfarm.org.uk/whatwe-do/projects/people-grow/

Garden Friends Trail at
Windmill Hill City Farm
Thanks to the work of Anita MacCallum
we now have a wonderful new exploration
trail for children and their families where
you will meet 8 different species who are
friends of the gardening team here at
the farm. Use the leaflet we have created
to track down the 8 brass rubbings for
the house sparrow, ladybird, centipede,
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hoverfly, frog, earthworm and bumble bee
in different habitats around the gardens.
You will also find out more about the
wildlife here and how it contributes to
the garden environment and the food we
grow. The trail is a great way to get to know
the gardens, find parts of the garden you
may not have visited before and learn
more about wildlife here. Find out more at
Anita’s blog or come to the farm, pick up a
leaflet at reception and follow the trail.
http://windmillsoftime.wordpress.com/

Urban wild foods walk
10.30m–1pm and 2–4.30pm Sunday 4 May
£25 per person
Forager Chris Hope will take you on a walk
around the farm and local area, identifying
and collecting some urban edibles. On
your return to the farm you will be able
to taste a range of wild foods including
pestos, elderberry elixirs, fruit leathers,
pickles and maybe just a little slurp of
home brewed herbal beer!
www.bristolfoodconnections.com/
whatson/windmill-hill-city-farm-urbanwild-foods-walk/

Get Growing Trail
12–4pm Saturday 7 June FREE ENTRY
As part of the city wide Get Growing
Gardens Trail, the farm are inviting
people to come and explore the farm’s
gardens and new nature trails. Interactive
storytelling tours around the new trails will
be running throughout the day, along with
a range of activities from making your own
plant pots and seed bombs to planting
veggies and snail racing! Farm produce for
sale, live music and a BBQ selling burgers
from the farm’s own reared meat.

NEW! Farm Explorers holiday
playscheme (Age 7–9 years)
Every Tuesday throughout the summer
holidays from 9am–3pm
July 29 · August: 5, 12, 19, 26 · £30/day
Farm Explorers is a great chance for your
children to spend time outdoors using all
of the farms resources. Our experienced
playworkers will take children on
adventures and nature trails around the
farm and show them how to look after the
farm animals. Book online:
www.windmillhillcityfarm.org.uk/
children/

Read more online
Food in Community: keeping
community groups fed in Totnes
digest: In the market town of Totnes
in Devon, a small group of volunteers
are redistributing produce that
would have otherwise gone to waste,
with inspiring results.
www.transitionnetwork.org/
blogs/rob-hopkins/2014-03/foodcommunity-keeping-communitygroups-fed-totnes
Goodbye to the supermarkets?
digest: Cracks in the supermarket
model are beginning to show. The
horsemeat scandal of 2013 raised
questions of accountability and
transparency. Do supermarkets
give us the full story behind who
produces our food, what it contains
and how it’s produced?
http://sustainablefoodtrust.
org/articles/goodbye-to-thesupermarkets/
A school trip… to Tesco
digest: A strange kind of school trip
involving a visit to a local mill to see
how it works and then a trip to Tesco,
where they made hot cross buns
from the flour in their bakery – part
of their ‘Farm to Fork’ initative...
http://sustainablefoodtrust.org/
articles/trip-to-tesco/
Finally: Open Source Broccoli and
Kale
digest: The past thirty years have
seen a massive patent grab to
control agricultural seeds and
the crops that are grown around
the world. The Open Source Seed
Initiative aims to reverse this trend.
www.resilience.org/
stories/2014-04-24/finally-opensource-broccoli-and-kale
Local Food is Not a Local Food
System
digest: “Local food systems” are
an important focus for communities
to counteract our dependency
on a global corporate industrial
food system that is overproducing
undernourishing and chemicalsaturated food.
www.resilience.org/
stories/2014-04-15/local-food-isnot-a-local-food-system

Better Food Company
Better Food Journeys at Food Connections

Eat Drink
Bristol Fashion
The Ploughman’s Day Out

Our Daily Bread

9am–5.30pm Saturday 3 May
£25+booking fee. Tickets available from
Event Brite. (Over 18s only)

9am–5.30pm Saturday 10 May
Adult £20+booking fee, child £15 +
booking fee. Available from Event Brite.

The barley The morning starts with a tour
of the barley fields of Calmsden Farm near
Cirencester, a family run affair of about
2,000 acres. They grow two different types
of barley – Maris Otter for the specialist
bitter market and Concerto for the lager
or distillery market. Though not organic,
the farm is in an agri-environment scheme
(Higher Level Scheme – HLS) with a focus
on enhancing habitats for farmland birds,
bumble bees and rare arable plants.

The wheaty bit… Down on award-winning
Abbey Home Farm near Cirencester, we
meet Farm Manager John Newman. Abbey
Home Farm grow a lot more than wheat,
so we’ll also see their sheep, cows, pigs,
veg and other organic crops. We’ll also get
the chance to mill some wheat – half a cup
each to take home. You’ll be treated to a
proper Abbey Home Farm lunch of soup
and bread, made from produce grown on
site.

The cheese Our next stop? The Ravenhills
of Minchinhampton, Gloucestershire,
at their organic dairy. They’ve been
producing their award-winning range of
Woefuldane cheese for nearly 20 years,
and it really is a family affair. This part of
the day includes meeting the dairy herd in
the field, a tour of the dairy, a quick lesson
in cheese-making and a cheese-tasting
session.

The doughy bit… The afternoon is
spent with our good friends at Hobbs
House Bakery in Chipping Sodbury. The
Godfather of bread, none other than Trevor
Herbert, leads us round his enterprise.
Trevor is the fourth generation of his family
to bake, and has handed the mantle
over to his sons, AKA the Fabulous Baker
Brothers. As well as a tour, there will be
bread tasting, afternoon tea in the cookery
school and a chance to buy cakes and
bread from their beautiful bakery shop on
the High Street.

Eat Drink Bristol Fashion will be gracing
Bristol’s iconic Queen Square from 1–18
May, bringing its tipi village with Arcadia
lanterns and some of the biggest chefs
in the South West to the city for the third
year.
Eat Drink Bristol Fashion is the brainchild
of Josh Eggleton, Michelin star chef at The
Pony & Trap in Chew Magna, and Luke
Hasell, organic meat farmer and founder of
the not-for-profit venture ‘The Community
Farm’. The pop-up restaurant and festival
is designed to showcase the very best of
Bristol’s and the South West food scene,
whilst highlighting the importance of
thinking about where our food is sourced.
This year vegetables and herbs will be
grown on site to demonstrate the team’s
‘field to fork’ ethos in practice to the
thousands of people enjoying British
tapas in the rustic surrounds.
The meat served throughout the 18 day
food festival comes from The Story farm in
the Chew Valley, while the vegetables will
be provided through The Community Farm,
an organic farm owned by its members
providing a box scheme to the surrounding
areas and a wholesale business for
Bristol’s restaurants.

And if there’s time, we’ll pop down the
road to enjoy some Winstone Ice Cream,
made from Woefuldane milk. You can carry
goodies home in bags kindly donated by
Triodos Bank.

With food education at the heart of the
enterprise, and this year taking part in
Bristol Food Connections, it demonstrates
how collaboration can make ambitious
projects like Eat Drink Bristol Fashion
a success. It highlights how suppliers,
restaurants and the wider catering
industry can work together to bring
quality, sustainably sourced food to the
public without it costing the earth. Josh
explains; “The long term aim is to bring
about a change in people’s minds that
eating organic is not unaffordable for
day-to-day living; and that simple choices
and buying cuts of meat that offer great
flavour but might be less well known to the
consumer are small ways that this can lead
through to home cooking.”

www.bristolfoodconnections.com/
whatson/better-food-company-foodjourneys/

To find out more information on the fine
dining events and tapas:
https://eatdrinkbristolfashion.co.uk/

The beer Stroud Brewery’s Founder
and MD Greg Pilley shows us round the
brewery, with some beer tasting thrown in
for good measure. You can see the process
of beer making from the arrival of the
malted grains to the pouring of the golden
nectar… We’ll also enjoy some stonebaked Ploughman-inspired pizzas at the
brewery’s restaurant, made with Shipton
Mill sourdough flour, Lye Cross cheese and
other local ingredients.
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You can carry goodies home in bags kindly
donated by Triodos Bank.
www.bristolfoodconnections.com/
whatson/better-food-company-foodjourneys-daily-bread/

Coexist
Community Kitchen
The Invisible Banquet
‘A Taste of Spring’
Saturday 3 May
Eat Drink Bristol Fashion, Queen Square
Some of you may remember the craziness
that was the first Invisible Banquet back
in Autumn 2011. Get excited because Lord
Wasshischops is inviting you townsfolk
into his enchanted forest for a little taste
of spring this time...
An amazing collaboration between the
delectable Eat Drink Bristol Fashion, the
incredible Invisible Circus and of course
the wonderful us... Brings to you a feast
of tomfoolery where you will be served up
skyhigh platters of sensational food whilst
being whirled into a circus extravaganza
and sipping on a delicious concoction of
a cocktail.
This will be a fundraiser for the work that
we do with The Bristol Drugs Project that
we do here at The Coexist Community
Kitchen... Were pretty excited about it all.
This time round the tantalising, tastebud
twirling culinary delights will be cooked up
by none other than:
n

Freddy Bird from Clifton Lido

n

Josh Eggleton from The Pony & Trap

n

Tim Denny, Matt Duggan and Leigh
Pascoe from The Star and Dove

n

Toby Gritten from The Pump House

n

Todd Francis from The Ox

n

Martin Walkins from Walters restaurant
at the Bristol Marriott Royal Hotel.

And the wonderful Mixologist Jim Barlow
from The Milk Thistle will be on hand with
a cocktail menu full of twists on classic
cocktails and unique creations.
To book your tickets for the four course
extravaganza, live music and incredible
circus theatrics! go to:
https://eatdrinkbristolfashion.co.uk/
queen-square/fine-dining
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Exciting project with
City of Bristol College and
The Bristol Drugs Project...
From the help of many fundraising
activities including the aforementioned
Invisible Banquet – we have had the great
joy to launch a cookery course project
working with adults who have a history
of substance abuse. We just finished
the first 6 week course and it was an
overwhelming success. The tutor Luke
Trott from City of Bristol College has been
a wonderful leader building confidence
and ace relationships with the students
as well of course getting people excited
about food... All culminating in a delicious
buffet made by the group where we all got
to tuck in. We will be running our next one
very soon and then we need to put our
brains together to think about how to fund
it from now on... anyone know any wealthy
people with a social conscience? Send
them our way!
Ari Cantwell
Coexist Community Kitchen Outreach
Co-ordinator · ari@coexistuk.org
www.hamiltonhouse.org/communitykitchen/

Real Bread Maker Week
From 10–16 May, local loaf lovers
across the land are uniting the
nation to help Britain celebrate Real
Bread and its makers.
As Real Bread bakers are busy souls,
most will announce their activities
at the last minute, but highlights
of those added to the Real Bread
Campaign’s events calendar so far
include: East Bristol Bakery, Joe’s
Bakery, Hart’s Bakery, and Mark’s
Bread forming the heart of Bristol
Bread City as part of Bristol Food
Connections.
For anyone who has not yet made
their Real Bread Maker Week plans,
an activity and fundraising guide
is available from the Campaign
website. Ideas for professional and
homebakers include organising one
of the following with friends, family,
neighbours or colleagues, perhaps
in association with a local bakery,
café or restaurant, pub, WI, village
hall, community group, farmers’
market, school, or workplace.
A Real Bread…
n

lunchbox masterclass to share all
the great Real Bread alternatives
to soggy factory loaf sarnies with
parents at a local school

n

tasting dinner or pizza night –
perhaps in association with a local
bakery, pub or eatery

n

beginners’ workshop

n

baking club event to bring friends,
colleagues and neighbours
together to bake

Even hitherto non-bakers can get
involved by digging out unloved
bread machines or supporting local
events and participating Real Bread
bakeries.
And, as always, the beginning of
Real Bread Maker Week coincides
with National Mills Weekend: what
better way to start a loaf than with
stoneground flour from a local
traditional mill?
www.nationalmillsweekend.co.uk
www.realbreadcampaign.org

Slow Food brings
international flavour to
Bristol
Special guest Slow Food is joining
forces with Bristol Food Connections
to transform College Green into a
market and a pop-up pizzeria.
The world-renowned Slow Food
is making a very special guest
appearance at Bristol Food
Connections. From 3–5 May, College
Green at the bottom of Park Street
in Bristol will be transformed into
a Slow Food market and pop-up
pizzeria.
Slow Food has chosen to partner
with Bristol Food Connections
because of the groundbreaking,
citywide festival’s mission to
highlight good food projects and
celebrate artisan products. A
philosophy that Slow Food shares
and is highlighting with its Ark of
Taste products, which together with
their producers are the stars of the
market.
Slow Food’s Ark of Taste project
travels the world collecting smallscale quality productions that
belong to the cultures, history and
traditions of the entire planet. The
Ark of Taste market will showcase
just a few of the British products
in the online catalogue: Tamworth
Pig, Artisan Caerphilly cheese, Manx
Loaghtan Sheep and Goosnargh
Cake.
For three days only a Grand Pavilion
tent will be pitched in College Green
also housing Slow Food’s pop-up
pizzeria. Visitors will be able to pop
in to find out how real artisan pizza
is made by chefs from Italy who will
use real raw materials and Ark of
Taste products. Free, educational
taste workshops will also be taking
place within the Grand Pavilion,
helping to raise awareness of the
importance of locally sourced,
artisan ingredients.
Bristol Food Connections takes
place from 1–11 May with more
than 150 events taking place
across the entire city. See www.
bristolfoodconnections.com for the
full programme of events.
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Sustainable Food Trust
Eat-in

True cost accounting in Bristol

12–4pm Monday 5 May
College Green

6.30pm Tuesday 6 May
Paintworks

The Sustainable Food Trust, in
collaboration with Feeding the 5000
(www.feeding5k.org), FoodCycle
(http://foodcycle.org.uk) and Slow Food
International (www.slowfood.com)
are excited to announce that we will be
hosting Eat-In! Bristol on College Green,
as part of the Bristol Food Connections
festival.

As part of the Bristol Food Connections
festival (www.bristolfoodconnections.com),
the Sustainable Food Trust
(http://sustainablefoodtrust.org) will be
bringing True Cost Accounting in Food
and Farming (http://sustainablefoodtrust.
org/true-cost) to the Paintworks events
space (www.paintworksbristol.co.uk).

An Eat-In is a public pot-luck dinner.
A joyful gathering of farmers, foodproducers, chefs, press, and hungry
public, coming together to champion the
values of good, clean and fair food for
all. We will celebrate our commitment to
vibrant, healthy food communities through
the spontaneous act of creating and
sharing a meal together in a public space.
With banqueting tables laid on College
Green, we will be enjoying products and
dishes donated by the participants,
tasting plates of waste transformed
by Bristol’s best chefs into delectable
delights, and hearing from speakers on
their soapbox about the food systems we
have, and the food systems we need. With
wandering minstrels, and musicians, who
knows what surprises the afternoon may
hold!
We would like to invite you to come to
the table and participate in this event.
An Eat-In! works best when everyone has
brought something – contributing a dish,
jar of jam, veg from your plot or anything
else that you feel tells the story of your
relationship with food.
As the retailer we all love to hate says:
‘every little helps’ and no contribution
is too small! Your contributions are
invaluable so please get on board to help
us create a spectacular expression of
Bristol food!
If you can bring produce, cook, speak, sing
or volunteer on the day, please contact
tessa@sustainablefoodtrust.org or call her
on 07828700241.
More information at:
http://sustainablefoodtrust.org/
articles/eat-in-bristol/

Bringing together leaders from across
food, farming, animal-welfare and finance,
we wanted to investigate why our current
economic system makes it more profitable
to produce food in ways that damage the
environment and human health, instead
of rewarding methods of production that
deliver benefits.
Chaired by Xanthe Clay, food writer for The
Telegraph, with special guest speakers
including SFT Chief Executive, Patrick
Holden, Dill Peeling, Campaign Director at
Compassion in World Farming and Simon
Crichton, from Triodos Bank, the evening
will cover the principles of true cost
accounting for food and farming, the true
cost of our cheap meat habit, the impacts
of our global diet on public health, and the
need for financial systems that support
the real cost of food production. Speakers
will be followed by a lively debate and
discussion with the audience.
We would like to offer you and your
contacts a 25% discount. To receive the
discount, simply enter the promotional
code ‘truecostforless’ when ordering your
tickets. Tickets can be purchased at:
www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/true-costaccounting-in-food-and-farmingtickets-10938000855

Food Connections Festival:
University of Bristol
free public events
The University of Bristol is excited to be
running a series of free public events
as part of the Bristol Food Connections
Festival 2014.

Square Food Foundation is
cooking up a feast in May
Square Food Foundation works with
groups across Bristol to showcase how
cooking can change people’s lives.
“Everyone we meet understands that
cooking and eating are universal levellers;
tools in connecting people, a starting
point for conversations and that improving
skills gives choices. At SFF we teach people
from all walks of life to cook good food
from scratch; Masterclasses subsidise
our community cooking programme –
and in doing this we bridge the gap, this
feels uniquely Bristol”, Barny Haughton,
Founder & Director of Square Food
Foundation.
Kicking off their activity at Bristol’s Food
Connections Festival, SFF are locating their
team to St Georges Hall in Bristol, to cook
dinner for finalists and VIPs of BBC Radio
4’s Food & Farming Awards. Barny and
his team of chefs (including adults and
children from SFF’s community classes)
will be cooking a feast showcasing
ingredients from those nominated for the
awards.
Other SFF activities during the Food
Connections Festival include:
FREE Bread making classes
Tuesday 6 May
SFF’s teaching kitchens in Knowle West
Open to anyone who fancies learning how
to make perfect pizza and the lightest
loaves in a friendly, hands-on setting.
Book tickets by emailing:
info@squarefoodfoundation.co.uk
Heads Up: Supporting cooking in the
National Curriculum
6–8pm Thursday 8 May
SFF’s teaching kitchens in Knowle West
To launch their Primary Schools Project,
SFF invites Bristol’s Primary Head Teachers
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to a twilight session – where they’ll hear
from two partner schools about how
Square Food Foundation has helped them
understand how to make September’s
School Food Plan work for them.
To join this session please email:
info@squarefoodfoundation.co.uk
Launch of ‘The Marketplace at The Park’
11am–4pm Friday 9 May
The Park, Knowle West
To launch The Marketplace at The Park,
SFF and The Park Community Centre are
joining forces to bring you an array of
locally grown and produced food and
crafts from a selection of local traders.
Barny will be cooking up a storm in our
wood fired oven with bread workshops
happening throughout the day. There’ll be
food, drink and entertainment as well as
plenty of goodies to buy and sample. Join
SFF that evening from 6pm for homemade
pizza, straight from their outdoor oven
and a glass of wine.
Find out more at:
www.bristolfoodconnections.com
Founded by Bristol restaurateur Barny
Haughton, Square Food Foundation is a
Cookery School and Community Kitchen
underpinned by the conviction that
cooking can change people’s lives. At their
beautiful purpose built teaching kitchen,
based at The Park in Knowle West, SFF
offer a range of Masterclasses, alongside a
programme of community workshops and
courses for diverse groups of students.
They teach people to cook good food from
scratch and every class is hands-on, fun
and delicious.
www.squarefoodfoundation.co.uk

Our researchers will be leading public
debates, illustrating how chemistry can
be used in cooking and running lunchtime
workshops. And they’d like you to join
them to help shape their research and
spark discussions across the city!
MASS PARTICIPATION EXPERIMENT
The ‘beer goggles’ effect
5–11pm Fri 2, Sat 3, Fri 9 & Sat 10 May
The Tobacco and Alcohol Research Group
will be setting up shop at three Dawkins
Ales pubs across Bristol, investigating
whether drinking alcohol changes people’s
perceptions of attractiveness; otherwise
known as the ‘beer-goggles’ effect.
PUBLIC EVENT
Local food: Pollyanna or Panacea?
1–4pm Sat 3 May
Is local food the future of ecologically
and economically sustainable food
production? This event will be led by a
panel of scientists, artists, activists, social
scientists and community practitioners.
TALK
Molecular cuisine: what is it and should
we encourage the use of science in the
kitchen?
6.30–7.30pm Wed 7 May
Increasingly, techniques developed in
the science laboratory are being used in
professional kitchens. Examples include
the use of vacuum distillation equipment
to extract flavours, and the use of liquid
nitrogen to provide rapid cooling. Initially
these techniques were used by a small
number of chefs, usually working in close
collaboration with scientists.
DEBATE: Animals in the food chain
Fri 9 May 6–7.30pm
Mahatma Gandhi was reported to say that
‘You can judge the morality of a nation
by the way the society treats its animals’.
How are we doing in the 21st century? In
this debate, academics and campaigners
will consider whether the livestock
industry, retailers and government are
delivering the animal welfare standards
that consumers want or expect.
www.bristol.ac.uk/public-engagement/
projects/other-projects/foodconnections/

VegFest

Love Food Festivals

‘Let’s all have a disco’ in the middle of Bristol this Summer
at Europe’s biggest veggie event
Europe’s biggest veggie event VegfestUK
Bristol, held in the middle of the city
on 23–25 May, is set to see some
spectacular headliners this summer
as the festival adopts a ‘disco’ theme
in celebration of the World Cup this
summer in Brazil.
With literally millions of record sales to
their name, 70’s pop sensations BONEY M
will be appearing live on stage on Friday
23 May. Best known for their multimillion
selling hits Rivers of Babylon and Mary’s
Boy Child, the band had a string of
successes with tunes like Sunny, Ma
Baker, Rasputin and Daddy Cool. Original
member Maizie Williams still sings with
her group, as does another 70’s legend,
Gwen Dickey’s ROSE ROYCE, who will
also be performing on the Friday. With a
succession of top ten hits and number
one’s including Wishing on a Star, Love
Don’t Live Here Anymore and Carwash,
Gwen and Rose Royce were massively
successful in the 70’s and she continues
to thrill audiences the world over with
her silky vocals and all time classics. And
with the support from leading tribute
band ABBA GOLD playing all the Swedish
pop sensations hits, the Amphitheatre in
central Bristol will be going pop crazy and
decidedly glam on Friday.
On Saturday 24 May the show shifts to its
punk roots with a headline performance
from PETER HOOK & the LIGHT, playing a
Joy Division and New Order set. Peter Hook
was of course the bass player in both Joy
Division and New Order, and now brings
alive a number of classics including Blue
Monday, Ceremony, Love Will Tear Us Apart
and New Dawn Fades. Before that original
punks RUTS DC grace the main stage with
their eclectic mix of punk ska and reggae,
including the hits Babylon’s Burning, Jah
War, Dangerous Minds and Staring at the
Rude Boys. And with author and musician
John Robb and his band GOLDBLADE on
before, the original 70’s punk vibe will be
well and truly alive and kicking
On Sunday 25 May the emphasis shifts to
the traditional VegfestUK Sunday reggae
Sunsplash along with original 70’s Bristol
reggae outfit BLACK ROOTS, before dance
reggae maestros ZION TRAIN close the
party on the Sunday evening.

Millenium Square
11am–5pm Bank Holiday Weekend
Saturday 3–Monday 5 May
Millenium Square, Bristol
Love Food Festival are delighted to be
holding a 3 day event as part of Bristol
Food Connections. This extra special
festival will attract thousands of food
lovers to Bristol’s city centre to enjoy
trying and buying some of the regions
finest produce in the huge market
place. There will be plenty to look at
and learn with the big screen in the
square broadcasting live action from
a BBC learning hub where some of the
cities best loved chefs will be taking
residence to inspire us throughout the
event. They will be joined by some of
the BBCs biggest names as we aim to
put Bristol firmly on the map as the UK’s
food capital.
www.lovefoodfestival.com/venuemillenium-sq.html
Dyrham Park
10am–4pm Sunday 18 May
Dyrham Park SN14 8ER
Free entry to market, normal National
Trust entrance fee to property

VegfestUK Bristol regularly attracts
20,000–25,000 visitors over the weekend
and includes a whole vegan food festival
during the daytime on the weekend
with 140 stalls, cookery demos, talks,
workshops, cinemas, kids cookery classes
and entertainment, clay modelling and
live performance along with all day bars
and the most superb caterers – all of them
providing 100% vegan food without any
animal products included at all, making
this a quite unique gathering of food and
music and the biggest of its kind in the UK.
Tickets for the evening performances on
Friday are priced at £15 in advance and
£20 on the gate, Kids under 16 £3/£4.
Saturday tickets are priced £10 available
in advance and £12 on the gate, Kids
under 16 £3/£4 – see website for full
details http://bristol.vegfest.co.uk/ticketinformation
Daytime admission on Saturday and all
day Sunday is £3 pay on gate. Children
under 16 free.
VegfestUK organises two other massive
vegan events in the UK – Brighton in
March and London Kensington Olympia
27 & 28 Sept 2014
www.vegfest.co.uk

Love Food Festival will be helping spring
flourish into summer with its first outing
to the beautiful Dyrham Park of the year.
Visitors are encouraged to celebrate
the great outdoors as flowers bloom,
vegetables grow and the temperature
rises. Adults and children alike will have
the opportunity to cook, eat and grow,
all in the beautiful grounds of this 17th
Century mansion. Activities will run in
partnership with the National Trust’s ‘50
things to do before you’re 11 ¾’ so that
children can tick something off their list.
www.lovefoodfestival.com/dyrham.html
Kings Weston House
10.30am–4pm Sunday 22 June
Kings Weston House, Kings Weston
Lane
Love Food Festival will be celebrating
everything that makes English summers
so special at Kings Weston House this
June. Just 10 minutes outside of Bristol
in the beautiful countryside, this Grade
II listed Georgian mansion house will be
hosting a huge midsummer celebration.
The market will take place inside the
grand house, allowing visitors to explore
this beautiful property and its airy
rooms, while shopping for fabulous local
produce.
www.lovefoodfestival.com/venuekings-weston-house.html
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Events
Golden Hill Community Garden
Spring Fair
1–4pm Saturday 10 May
Entrance at allotments, Monk Rd, BS7 8EN
£1 suggested donation for adults

Land and Food Forum
12–5pm Saturday 10 May
Feed Bristol, 181 Frenchay Park Road,
BS16 1HB
Link up with a growing community of
people intent on supporting Bristol to
become a sustainable food city.

n

Fabulous live music and a veg plant
sale.

n

Free kids’ activities, badge making,
monster sculpting and newt spotting.

Forum topics

n

Delicious homemade refreshments,
cakes and pizzas fresh from the clay
oven

n

http://thegoldenhillcommunitygarden.
com/

n

n
n
n

Incredible Edible Bristol
Pollinator power
Up-scaling urban agriculture
Protecting land
Blue Finger Alliance

Workshops
n

Wildflower meadow creation
Willow scultpture
Forest garden design
Composting delights
Wild food walks
Kids nature activities

The Art of Food & Drink Festival

n

Saturday 17 May from 12pm
Sunday 18 May from 10am
Tobacco Factory, North Street, Southville

n

Coinciding with the Southbank Bristol Arts
Trail, our exciting new family friendly event
event brings you a weekend celebration of
art, food & drink.

See our website for bus travel options and
more info:

Children’s art workshops & installations
from the Let’s Make Art team, Rangoli
design workshops and painting with
spice, plus face painting each day, from
12–6pm.
Bristol Beer Factory will be brewing a
special one-off beer throughout the
weekend – come and find out what goes
on in the beer making process.
Plus, there will be a craft beer bar, run
by The Barley Mow, BEATS street food
collective will be serving up a mouthwatering range of world street foods and
there will be a summer wines and spirits
bar on the terrace.

n
n
n

avonwildlifetrust.org.uk/feedbristol

Lunch & more
No. 10, The Peoples’ Kitchen,
The Gatehouse Centre, Hareclive Road,
Hartcliffe · £2 per week
A new weekly lunch venue with a
difference, starting in May!
If you live in BS13/14 – Don’t get stuck
indoors feeling lonely, under-the-weather
or in a rut – come to Lunch & more each
week. You will be able to:
n

Help to prepare and share in a delicious
lunch with good company.

n

Find out more about what’s going on
in your neighbourhood, hear from
speakers on topics of interest, or try-out
some new and enjoyable activities.

Thali Café will be extending outdoors,
serving food, their new specially brewed
Biyah and their own soft drinks.
For the foodies, you can join in with a curry
masterclass, hosted by Thali chefs, or if
beer is more your thing, then don’t miss
our blind-tasting Beer Battle.
www.tobaccofactory.com/section.
php/60/1/the_art_of_food___drink_
festival_

No matter what your tastes, interests or
physical ability, there is a place for you.
n

Fully equipped kitchen with facilities for
people using wheelchairs

n

Have a hand in the choice of menus,
speakers and activities

n

Get lots of support from our cooking
tutor and volunteer helpers

Want to know more? Have a chat with Sue
or Caroline on 0117 946 5285
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Seasonal markets at
Brunel’s SS Great Britain
2014
Mullion Cove will be collaborating with
Brunel’s SS Great Britain again this
year by bringing four seasonal markets
to Bristol’s historic harbourside.
The first market will take place in
Spring on Saturday 3 May from
10am–4pm in Brunel Square.
As with most Mullion Cove markets,
there will be an emphasis on
showcasing the best in local food and
drink as well as a fine selection of
craft stalls too. Expect local producers
selling artisan bread and cheese,
hearty pies, bison and venison
burgers, chilli sauces, handmade
jewellery, local art and pottery, fudge,
cakes and treats, preserves and
sauces, local craft beer, wine and cider
and much more!
With free entry, ample parking and
a ferry stop close-by, the seasonal
market is the perfect way to spend
a Saturday afternoon; browsing the
stalls, relaxing in the Dockyard Cafe
Bar and soaking up the stunning
scenery that Bristol has to offer.
Future summer, autumn and winter
markets will take place on:
Saturday 9 August
Saturday 25 October
Saturday 13 December
(Christmas market)
All markets will take place:
10am–4pm in Brunel Square, outside
Brunel’s ss Great Britain, Great
Western Dockyard, Bristol BS1 6TY ·
0117 926 0680
www.ssgreatbritain.org
www.mullioncove.net

… more events
The Urban Pollinator Project –
it’s a jungle out there!

Neighbourhood Planning
Network annual meeting

6pm Monday 19 May
M Shed, Princes Wharf, Wapping Road,
Bristol BS1 4RN

Saturday morning, 7 June 2014
Venue to be confirmed

Speaker: Professor Jane Memmott,
School of Biological Sciences, University
of Bristol
Towns and cities have the potential to
provide excellent conditions for insect
pollinators.
In this talk you will hear how a team of
academics, conservation practitioners
and taxonomists ran the biggest urban
pollinator project ever, you’ll hear the
behind the scenes stories, you’ll be told
about the results and what you can do
in your garden and community to help
pollinators.
www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/the-urbanpollinator-project-its-a-jungle-outthere-tickets-10368286825

Foodtures
Public consultation meeting
7.30–9pm Wednesday 21 May 2014
St Peter’s Church on Allison Road
(BS4 4NZ)
You are warmly invited to the Foodtures
public meeting
This will be a further opportunity to find
out more about our proposal to create
a Community Park, Market Garden and
Training Centre at The Rock in Brislington.
We particularly want to hear from you if
you have any concerns about what you’ve
heard or read about the project, and of
course to listen to any ideas you have to
make the project work better for you.
Please do come along if you’re a resident,
member of a community group, business
or organisation in the area.

Transition Bristol and Friends
Small Green Sunday
10am–2pm Sunday 25 May
The Trinity Centre, upstairs and in the
garden – Trinity Rd, Bristol BS2 0NW
Free
Please join us for a gathering and
lunchtime garden party, celebrating
the amazing grassroots transition and
sustainability work going on in and around
Bristol.
Some of you will remember Transition
Bristol’s Big Event at City Hall in 2007
when over 400 people gathered for talks
and workshops. Seven years on and a
lot has happened, so it feels like time to
reconnect what we’re doing, and to ask
how we fit into Bristol as European Green
Capital 2015 and as a Rockefeller Resilient
City. Seven years on, we will be…

www.bristolnpn.net/

Open Farm Sunday:
Elm Tree Farm
Sunday 8 June
Elm Tree Farm, Park Road, Stapleton,
Bristol BS16 1AA
0117 958 6206

n

Reaffirming the transition movement
aims, ingredients and ethos

Elm Tree Farm is run by Brandon Trust as
an employment training unit for people
with learning disabilities; we have pigs,
cows, ducks and chickens, and a sizeable
market garden. The Farm is opening for
Open Farm Sunday on 8 June. There will
be tours of the farm, activities, a barbecue
and plants and produce to buy.

n

Reconnecting with old friends and
welcoming new friends

For other farms to visit:
www.farmsunday.org/ofs12b/home.eb

n

Interactive, facilitated sessions for
sharing information and exploring
opportunities

n

Lunch in the Trinity Garden (bring food
to share)

Everyone involved with transitioning
Bristol to a future with less fossil fuel is
welcome. You may be working on food,
economy, energy, culture, transport,
green spaces, neighbourhoods, or many
other relevant issues. Bring yourself; a
willingness to share, reflect and listen;
food to share
Register at:
http://transitionbristol.net/transitionbristol-and-friends-small-green-sundayevent-25th-may/
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Suggestions for discussion topics received
so far: Student housing, how BCC core
strategy policy of mixed, balanced and
sustainable communities is applied to
planning applications, update on pre
application community involvement
process and groups experiences, group
feedback on their own projects.

Growing Schools conference:
School Food and the Outdoor
Classroom
10am–5pm Friday 11 July 2014
Pheonix High School, West London
£100 Early Bird rate (£125 thereafter)
Includes key note speeches on delivering
the School Food Plan, and developments
in using the outdoor classroom. A wide
choice of workshops from the practical
to raising funds for new projects. A panel
of experts will debate your issues … and
lunch in an inspiring outdoor classroom!
www.growingschools.org.uk/
www.flamecharity.org/conference

BIG Green Week
14–22 June

The UK’s biggest and much-loved ecofestival returns with a green General
Election debate, the Electric Bike World
Championship, a sell-out FareFashion
show, enormous street playground and
a BIG local market. Bristol’s BIG Green
Week will offer more than 150 events in
9 days including two weekends packed
with free family entertainment.
BIG Green Week started 4 years ago with
20 events and a few thousand visitors.
We expect more than 50,000 visitors to
join the 150+ events – breaking all records
for the largest BIG Green Week ever.
Highlights of the 2014 programme include:
Big Beautiful World Weekend unleashes
the city’s wild side, including Festival
of Nature taking over the Harbourside,
Colourscape on College Green and the
Earthed environmental art Weekender at
the Create Centre.
Comedian Tony Hawks returns for An
evening of Sane Economics where we’ll
hear what’s wrong with money and who
killed the middle classes and join other
high-profile speakers for debates and
lectures about the environment we live in.
Our General Election Debate showcases
pitches by parties to environmental
voters on 20th of June.The event will be
chaired by Jonathon Porritt who earlier
that day offers a unique insight into what
life in the future might look like through
social change, conflict, climate change,
technological advances and much more
FareFashion, the festival’s gala event,
returns on 21 June to Bristol City Hall with
the theme of “La Dolce Vita”. Hosted by
Observer columnist and BBC’s ‘The One
Show’ presenter, Lucy Siegle the gala
includes an ethical pop-up shopping
village and a fantastic banquet cooked by
FareShare South West’s ‘Surplus Supper
Club’ award winning chefs using food
that would have been wasted by the food
industry!
Bristol’s Biggest Bike Ride on Sunday 22
June expects over eight thousand cyclists
to join the largest non-competitive bike
events in the UK with a choice of routes
ranging from 9 to 38 miles. Afterwards
cyclists and spectators can watch
the Atmosphere Electric Bikes World
Championship races up Park Street or
relax in front of the pedal-powered bicycle
cinema on College Green.
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Visitors can also explore the scenic
harbour with a new ‘Treasure Island Trail’
App. Solve the clues before the end of the
Festival and win fantastic piratey prizes.

BIG Market
11am–6pm Saturday 21 June
Old City

Embercombe’s Heritage Dutch sailing
barge, ‘Volharding’ will be moored outside
the Arnolfini and run workshops and
inspirational talks throughout the week
including Green Crafts & Family Fun.

Discover over 150 fabulous stalls selling
everything from artisan food and drink,
to vintage curios, arts and crafts, Fair
Trade products and much more. Indulge in
delicious street food, and listen to music
on one of our street stages.

Foodie events

This year’s BIG market will have a local
sourcing and strong environmental policy.

Pukka Tea House
10.30am–5pm Saturday 14 June &
Sunday 15 June · College Green

1. We have joined forces with Bristol
Pound so that all our stall holders will be
accepting our local currency. This means
that visitors to the event will be able to
use their Bristol pounds to buy products
from the market, investing in our local
economy and creating more wealth for our
communities.

The pop-up Tea House will form the heart
of the BIG Beautiful World Weekend’s
wellbeing zone.
North Street Summer Fair
10.30am–5pm Saturday 14 June
North Street, Bedminster/Southville
Over 50 stalls, live music, children’s rides
and face painting.
Eat.Drink.Dance Eco
5pm–12am Friday 20 June · The Island
A social gathering, night market, and
immersive experience. Would you like to
know how to source food knowledgeably
and ethically in Bristol? Or maybe how to
encourage a sustainable diet? Eat.Drink.
Dance Eco will offer a platform to traders
and associates that think and promote
‘green’. This will include local sustainable
street-food traders and breweries,
information stands, workshops,
installations, talks, experiences, art,
music and an independent market.
Supper Sense, Dining in the Dark
7.30–10pm Friday 20 June
St Werbergh’s City Farm Café
A fun evening of getting to know food,
your taste buds and fellow guests in a
completely new way. Andy Shipley, who
is visually impaired, will be guiding our
guests’ dining experience in the dark.
The Golden Lion Street Festival
12pm–1am Saturday 21 June
The Golden Lion
A free day of fun for all of the community
with food/clothing/accessories stalls, live
music, entertainment, and much more
during the day and a stonking live show
from Dub Mafia in the evening.
http://biggreenweek.com

2. All of our stall holders have
been encouraged to serve food in
biodegradable or recyclable packaging
where possible.
3. Many of our stall holders are local using
local ingredients. For example, we’ll have
local craft ale from a brewery located
just 6 miles away, artisan cheeses from
Shepton Mallet and Bath, handmade
pies using locally sourced produce,
farmers selling organic burgers made with
produce from their own farm, home made
preserves made with fruit and vegetables
donated by the local community, cider
made with locally sourced heritage fruits.
Some of our producers are sustainable
food award winners.
4. Lots of traders will be in keeping with
the green and sustainable ethos of the Big
Green Week with stalls selling products
using recycled, reclaimed, raw or organic
materials. For example, ukuleles made
from upcycled sweet and biscuit tins,
hand crafted jewellery created using
sustainable and recycled raw materials
and clothes made using reclaimed or
vintage fabric.
5. Waste recycling.
6. A vast majority of producers are from a
20 mile radius of the city centre so food
miles are kept to a minimum and the
carbon footprint of travel to the event is as
low as possible.
7. All event contractors are from Bristol.

Courses & training
Shift Bristol’s Practical
Sustainability Course

Training with Voscur:
Good Practice in Social Media

One year part time study
(2.5 days per week for 40 weeks)
September 2014–July 2015

9.30am–1pm Thursday 15 May 2014
Knowle West Media Centre, Leinster
Avenue, Bristol, BS4 1NL
Full Member: £50, Associate Member:
£70, Non Member: £85

The course is a positive and holistic
exploration of how we can participate
in local, community-led sustainability.
Modules include Permaculture Design,
Organic Horticulture, Green Building,
Energy, Group Dynamics, Community
Engagement, Woodland Management,
Soil and Ecology and Creating Change.

Are you building a social media presence
for your organisation? This interactive
workshop will encourage you to reflect on
the kind of things you share – updates,
chitchat, sales pitches? – and help you
avoid some of the common pitfalls.

The course is taught by over 30 of the
UK’s most experienced, passionate and
knowledgeable tutors including Patrick
Whitefield, Tim Foster, Sarah Pugh, Mike
Feingold, Ben Law, Tony Wrench, Max
Drake, Dr Chris Johnstone and many more.

Using video clips, practical exercises and
scenario work you’ll be invited to ponder
questions including: when do I wade into
an online conversation and when do I stay
away? How should I interact with young
people? Should I moderate comments?

Shift Bristol takes a transformative,
participatory and hands on approach to
learning with the opportunity to see, do
and talk about all aspects of sustainable
action.

As well as providing some guiding
principles to bear in mind, this workshop
will give examples of how enjoyable and
productive using social media can be!

“So much more than just a great course...
more of a life-shift”
www.shiftbristol.org.uk

Previous experience of using social media
is required for this course.
www.supporthub.org.uk/good-practicesocial-media

Courses with the Low Impact Living Initiative
Smallholding taster day
10am–4pm Sat 3 May or Fri 6 June · £95
Mumbleys Farmhouse, Near Thornbury
Beekeeper taster day
10am–4pm Fri 9 May or Sat 14 June · £95
Mumbleys Farmhouse, Near Thornbury
Hens for the garden
10am–1pm Saturday 10 May · £40
Mumbleys Farmhouse, Near Thornbury
Sheep for beginners
10am–4pm Friday 16 May · £95
Mumbleys Farmhouse, Near Thornbury

Plot to Plate Vegetarian Cookery Class:
Spice up your spring!
10am–4pm Sunday 18 May · £60
The Community Farm, Chew Magna

Planning sustainable cities
for community food growing
Sustain
For the first time, this guide brings
together in one place examples of
planning policies around the UK that
support community food growing.
The report sets the planning context
in the four nations, and provides
the background to community food
growing. The bulk of the report is
structured around the different issues
that food growing helps to address,
from sustainability to residential
amenity via health and wellbeing,
green infrastructure, regeneration and
many other agendas. Each section
documents how food growing has
been woven into planning policies to
meet these priorities in local areas.

Growing & cooking with herbs
10am–4pm Sunday 22 June · £30
Westfield Farm, Chew Magna

The report contains recommendations
to planners on practical steps towards
putting these ideas into policy and
practice; to local groups about
their potential role; and to national
government in each of the four nations
about what they can do better to
embed community food growing into
local planning policies and processes.

http://lowimpact.org/venues_south_
west.html

www.sustainweb.org/
publications/?id=295

Beekeeper for beginners weekend
23 & 24 May or 20 & 21 June · £165
Mumbleys Farmhouse, Near Thornbury

Some content for this newsletter is taken
from the following e-newsletters:

Food Climate Research network
www.fcrn.org.uk (go to email sign-up)

Bristol Green Capital
http://bristolgreencapital.org/

Forest of Avon
http://forestofavontrust.org/

Defra’s SD scene newsletter
http://sd.defra.gov.uk/subscribe/

Garden Organic e-news
www.gardenorganic.org.uk

Eating Better
http://www.eating-better.org/getinvolved.html

Growing Schools newsletter
www.growingschools.org.uk
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Publications

Soil Association e-news
www.soilassociation.org/
TodaysNewsLogin/tabid/639/Default.aspx
Sustainable Food Cities
www.sustainablefoodcities.org/
Sustainable Food Trust
http://sustainablefoodtrust.org/supportus/
Voscur
www.voscur.org/news

Odds & ends
Funding in Ashley
Ashley, Easton and Lawrence Hill
Neighbourhood Partnership Well-being
Grants
The 2014/2015 Well-being fund is open for
applications. This year we are supporting
projects which:
n
n
n
n

Involve young people
Are led by residents
Build stronger communities
Provide community noticeboards

For further details, visit the
Neighbourhood Partnership website
www.bristol.gov.uk/page/counciland-democracy/ashley-eastonand-lawrence-hill-neighbourhoodpartnership-wellbeing-fund
or call 0117 903 9934
There will be two application deadlines
this year: 9am Friday 9 May and
9am Friday 15 August
Ashley Community First Grants
The next round of grants is now open for
applications from community groups.
Closing date is 9am Friday 16 May.
Application process – Please download an
application form and guidance notes from
www.stpaulsunlimited.wordpress.com
Completed application forms must be
emailed to ashleyward.bristol@gmail.com
Hard copies of applications will not be
accepted. Project completion deadline:
1 December 2014
The Ashley Community First Grant Panel
will support Ashley focused projects that
address one or more of the following
priorities:
1. Events/activities/sports, which
bring together people from different
backgrounds who would not normally
come together.
2. Sharing skills and knowledge –
projects, visits, and skill swaps. Activities
which help people share skills and or/
knowledge particularly between groups
who would not otherwise come together.
3. Activities that address a poor quality
environment – such as litter, graffiti
tagging, fly-posting, run down/disused
buildings, pavements, public places and
green space.
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Jamie Oliver’s Food Revolution
Day: Friday 16 May
Cooking skills used to be passed down
from generation to generation, but now
millions of people lack even the most
basic knowledge to make a simple meal
from scratch or have simply lost the
confidence to try. We need to get back
to basics: to cook and eat fresh local
produce; to share cooking skills and
food knowledge; to join forces within
communities and get as many people
involved as possible. Food Revolution Day
is our opportunity to get the world to focus
on the importance of keeping cooking
skills alive for generations to come.
www.foodrevolutionday.com

	
  

Congratulations to 3-year-old Imani Parker
who won the competition to illustrate Stoke
	
  
Lane Community Garden’s flyer for this
year’s Get Growing Garden Trail opening.

	
  

Letters
Dear Editor
The Blue Finger Rises
It has been hot on local news last week, a
public meeting drew more than 70 people
in Stapleton, the new website is launched,
twitter is tweeting happily and Costing the
Earth has been in touch.
Last week was full for the Blue Finger
Alliance whose campaign for the
protection of high grade food growing
land and valuable soils continues to
gather pace. Their tiny core team has
been working hard to demystify 370+
documents of the MetroBus (North
Fringe to Hengrove Package) planning
application which, at the proposed ‘M32
bus-only junction and wide overbridge’
part (see image), would have irreversible
negative impacts on the capacity and
functioning of Stapleton Allotments and
Smallholdings, Avon Wildlife Trust’s
celebrated Feed Bristol Community Food
Growing project, Sims Hill organic market
garden, and grade 2 listed Stoke Park.
While this piece of land alone cannot
feed the city, its fate is hugely symbolic:
do we want food or more roads on prime
agricultural land? What Bristol decides will
send a message to other cities. Can Bristol
pioneer a powerful positive change in the
way we value and protect food growing
land and soils? The Alliance believes it can.
The Alliance is making it much easier for
people to comment on this application.
This is critical in ensuring the land remains
intact for urban agriculture. You can
follow the guidelines on the Blue Finger
website www.bluefingeralliance.org.uk
The deadline for comments is 2 June
2014 and you can submit it to both Bristol
and South Gloucestershire (because of
limited capacity, the Alliance has focussed
their guidelines on Bristol and national
planning policy).

On their website you can also make
donations to support their work. Let them
know if you need any further help and/or
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if you want to be added to the campaign
supporters list to receive updates.
As well as being home to some of the
UK’s highest quality grade 1 soil (this is
why the area is known as the Blue Finger,
grade 1 is blue on maps), this area is a
designated Wildlife Corridor, Green Belt
and Conservation Area. These factors,
considered together, combined with the
diverse and far reaching benefits of the
food growing projects there, make this
a very special place. It is where the city
council has tended to bring its European
partners to show off the great things
Bristol is doing to build an inclusive,
sustainable food system. Ironic then that
the weakness of current policy should
allow for a road to be built here, counter
to the aims of the Bristol Good Food Plan,
our status as a UK Sustainable Food City,
our membership of the 100 Resilient Cities
network and of course Green Capital 2015,
of which the Alliance is an active member.
The M32 bus-only junction was designed
to serve an M32 Park & Ride, on adjacent
grade 1 land which, if it went ahead, would
wipe out almost all the grade 1 land inside
Bristol’s boundary without dealing with
congestion problems of the North Fringe.
The Park & Ride is not part of the current
MetroBus planning application but the
land has been ‘safeguarded’ for the Park
& Ride in accordance with the contract
Bristol and South Gloucestershire entered
into to ensure the delivery of the scheme.
The West of England Partnership’s Joint
Local Transport Plan, of which the scheme
is part, has worthwhile objectives at its
core: everyone agrees Bristol desperately
needs a great public transport system,
but there is wide consensus that this
scheme, as yet, is not it. There has been
controversy over the soundness of the
business case, problems of accessing
accurate information and inadequate
public and stakeholder engagement
across the whole MetroBus scheme,
including the South Bristol phase – BRT2.
It seems the claims underpinning the
design are poorly evidenced and its design
has failed to have due consideration for
wider sustainability objectives.
Bristol, and its West of England partners,
in looking to create a genuinely resilient
city-region ecosystem in the face of huge
public sector cuts, can’t afford to waste
money on schemes which are anything

less than brilliant. Hundreds of people
across the city are recognising this
and stepping up and voicing both their
concerns and their ideas.
Huge changes in the last two years, in
the direction Bristol is taking as a city,
have left the MetroBus scheme, and its
incursion into the city’s best soil, looking
hugely out of step. A sustainable transport
system isn’t supposed to undermine our
ability to create a genuinely sustainable
food system. That’s probably Rule Number
One. Fortunately the scheme’s essentially
still in its design phase. The Project Team
can change the design, and the planning
committee can reject the application.
To force a rethink of the MetroBus plans,
people need to object to the planning
application, on planning grounds. The
guidelines prepared by the Blue Finger
Alliance will help you do this. And they
stress please write in your own words,
your own unique comments. Copies will
not carry the same weight.
Despite poor public consultation and
astronomical consultancy fees already
incurred, there is still an enormous
opportunity to shape how this chapter of
the story plays out. With the eyes of the
world watching, Bristol has everything to
play for.
Planning committee members will need
to make their decision based on the
content of the objections and on the
understanding that if they want to create
a resilient food system, supported by a
sustainable transport system, they will
need to reject the application as it is and
call for a more robust public transport
solution, and better policies which put the
necessary emphasis on the progress that
has been made in the last two years and
on those policies which seek to protect
habitat, wildlife, green infrastructure,
open spaces, heritage assets and Green
Belt. These are indispensable in terms of
climate change adaptation and should not
be reduced to a loss that can be mitigated.
There are alternatives already being
explored so there is every reason to add
your voice now.
Follow @bluefingersoil and tell us, in 140
characters, why soil is better than tarmac.
You can also join Blue Finger on Facebook.
Maddy Longhurst

Regular things
Blaise Walled Kitchen Garden

Golden Hill Community Garden

Trinity Community Gardens

2nd Saturday & 4th Sunday of the month
1–4pm

10am–4pm Wednesdays

Gardening drop-in sessions
Last Saturday of the month 11am–5pm

Facing the front door of Blaise House,
go left through the rose garden until you
come to the entrance doors to the walled
garden OR, go behind the house and
take the door next to the orangery and go
left through a little door into the garden.
Please wear sturdy footwear, and make
the volunteer leader aware of your arrival.
Contact: Christine Carroll · 0792 870 1369
blaisegarden@gmail.com
https://sites.google.com/site/
blaisesecretgarden/

Easton Community Allotment
Thursdays 12–4pm (5pm summer)
A beautiful, green enclave nestled on the
edge of Easton. A social space for people
who want to grow vegetables, drink tea
and share the harvest. No experience
necessary – just drop in. Email for map:
eastoncommallot@yahoo.co.uk
eastoncommallot.wordpress.com

Eastside Roots
Stapleton Road Train Station
Regular workday: Fridays 10am–4pm
Forest school for pre-school children &
parents: Thursday afternoons from 1.15pm
Improve your local community, meet new
friends, learn new skills and keep fit.
Email: enquiries@eastsideroots.org.uk
Vegetable Garden Skill Share
‘What to do this month’
11am–1pm 1st Friday of the month,
March to October
Facilitated by Eleanor and Bear.
Bring gloves, knowledge and questions.
And lunch to share, drinks provided
FFI phone Eleanor on 07951 516456.

Feed Bristol
Mons, Tues & Weds
Communal growing days: Volunteers are
welcome on Mondays, Tuesdays and
Wednesdays 9.30am–4pm.
Drop in with workshops and events.
All welcome. Phone to see if we’re here on
Fridays: 0117 917 270
www.avonwildlifetrust.org.uk/people/
feedbristol/feedbristol.html

We always have a range of jobs to suit
ability and preferences. Free feel to come
down for a chat and a look around with no
commitment to stay. You can drop in for
an hour or stay all day whatever fits round
your life or energy levels.

Volunteer drop-in sessions. Learn to grow
fruit, veg & herbs at the Trinity Gardens.
Get fit, work outside, meet people, and
gain knowledge and practical experience.
Drinks provided, but please bring lunch!

www.thegoldenhillcommunitygarden.com

www.3ca.org.uk/activities/garden

Metford Rd Community Orchard

Woodcroft Community Orchard

Usually 3rd Sunday of the month

Workdays 1st Saturday of the month

Meet at Metford Road Gates (green metal
gate in between numbers 37 and 39) at
about 11.30am, bring gardening gloves.
There should be a notice on the gate
telling you a mobile number to ring if we’re
already there, and we’ll come and let you
in. If there’s no notice, and nobody there –
you’re the first, be patient! If you’ve never
been before then you can ring Joe
on 07840 059079 to tell us you’re coming.

On the edge of Nightingale Valley on
former allotment ground at Woodcroft
Road. Now planted with over 50 trees and
numerous soft fruits. Contact Frank White:
communityfoodproject@yahoo.co.uk

www.sustainableredland.org.uk/whatcan-i-do/metford-road-community-orchard

Royate Hill Community Orchard
Main orchard day is the 3rd Sunday of
every month. Additional/alternative day
is 1st Sunday from March to October.
Contact Mike Feingold 0776 891 5423
if you’d like to join or visit us.
As well as the fruit, we also plant veg,
and whoever shows up for workdays when
there is a harvest, gets to take food home.
Drinks available, bring snacks to share.
Tools and gardening gloves provided.
Compost toilet. Everybody welcome.
www.kebelecoop.org/?page_id=28

Southmead Fruit Garden
1st Saturday of the month 10am–3pm
You can find us behind the Whitehall on
Glencoyne Square, BS10 6DE. We’re a
friendly bunch! Contact us at:
southmead.fruit.garden@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/Southmeadfruitgarden

http://woodcroftcommunityorchard.
wordpress.com/
Find a growing group near to you at:
www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/local-foodmap/
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W

H E N hundreds of us last
year took the Eat the Change
challenge and tried to spend a
week eating only local, organic food free
from plastic packaging, we discovered
just how limited local sustainable food
is. There are myriad reasons for this, but
the reality remains that with fossil fuels
likely to become extremely scarce within
our lifetimes and food miles contributing
so intensely to climate change, we will
soon have little choice but to produce
most of our food locally. In light of this,
it is essential that we start preparing
now by ring fencing land for sustainable
food production now.
Transition Network is beginning to
explore how Britain can best feed itself,
analysing Britain’s land potential for
food production in light of nutritional
needs, climate change, flood predictions,
soil quality, population densities etc. But
what is already overwhelmingly obvious
is that we will need every inch of land
suitable for food production, in both the
countryside and cities, if we are going to
be able to feed ourselves in the future.
This edition of Bristol’s Local Food
Update shines the spotlight on how
Bristol’s Green Belt and agricultural
hinterlands are increasingly being given
over to development in the pursuit of
further economic growth (largely in
response to central government targets),
despite the increasing imperative to
save our soils for food production.
The Avon Green Belt, an area five times
the size of Bristol and predominantly
classified as farmland (but much of
which currently lies fallow) is being
increasingly earmarked by Local
Authorities for developments such
as 117,000 new houses in the South
West. We all need to act now to ensure
that Bristol City Council ring fences all
suitable land for food production: read
on and stay in touch to find out how to
make your voice heard.
claire milne
Transition Bristol and Bristol Food Hub
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Save our soils – use our soils
Richard Spalding

It is great to hear that in the near future
we might see beef cattle grazing historic
Stoke park as Bristol city council begin
to think through reconnections between
town and countryside. I would want to
press them to go a little further by panning
the camera lens up and over this idyllic
scene to settle on “the Blue Finger”.
I have coined this phrase to get us all
thinking about high quality agricultural
land on the north Bristol fringe which
used to be at the heart of what was called
the Bristol Dairying and Market Garden
Sub-Region. We can follow a blue [colourcoded] finger of high quality soils on the
1953 Agricultural Land Classification map
of England and Wales which shows a strip
of fertile land stretching from Frenchay,
through Hambrook and Winterbourne and
out into open country. The post Second
War assessment of land and soil quality
shows just how such land was valued as a
strategically important resource under the
banner of “Best and Most Versatile” soils
for local food production.
The soils are deep, red, largely stonefree and close to the city. They have the
capacity to help feed us, especially in the
context of climate change, peak oil and
food insecurity. The soils themselves now
lie largely derelict, the market gardens
having fallen prey to the global food
economy and the land now de-valued for
food production. We need to audit this
private and public land to establish just
how possible it might be to re-create a
local foodscape for our region.
There is much to gain from doing this
and my campaign seeks to mobilise
another “dig for victory” campaign
to allow food communities, new food
businesses and all of us eaters to begin
the process of re-shaping our local food
culture. I have a vision for this foodscape
which sees the northern gateway along

Smallholdings in Frenchay
the M32 becoming an edible landscape
for the city. It would be a beacon for a
new AGRI-CULTURE which would help to
nourish our bellies and our communities.
It would mark the beginning of a truly
sustainable agriculture which reconnects
people and the land. It would celebrate
the importance of city and countryside
working together to deliver food security.
Impossible you say?
One thing is certain in my mind; the idea
of covering up the best farm land in the
country with city extensions, park and
rides and notions of green infrastructure
need to be challenged, in order that food
produced from these soils takes its rightful place at the discussion table. There are
some signs that we are beginning to think
again about the importance of the soil and
the land to ALL our futures and I would like
to see Bristol and South Gloucestershire
Councils working together to enable the
re-creation of the food economies on and
around the “Blue Finger”.
I am very keen to establish a wide-ranging
set of debates about this topic and am
convinced that it might be possible to
begin looking forward to another, and
arguably more important, “dig for victory”
campaign. I sense that the cattle of Stoke
Park might just be the idea that sparks
a new and regionally important symbol
around which to secure and re-invent our
local foodscapes. If you want to contribute
to this debate, then please contact me at:
richardspalding@blueyonder.co.uk

Bristol’s local food update
If you didn’t receive this PDF by email, you
can send a subscription request for future
issues to be sent direct to you, to:
bristollocalfood@googlemail.com
Subscribers will also be e-mailed once a
fortnight with an e-update of any event
information that missed the newsletter
deadline.
This issue of Bristol’s local food update was
compiled by Jane Stevenson and Kristin
Sponsler. Design by Jane Stevenson:
www.janestevensondesign.co.uk
Views expressed in this newsletter are not
necessarily endorsed by Bristol City Council.

Bristol Food Network
Get involved with the Bristol Food Network
– online, via Facebook or Twitter:
www.bristolfoodnetwork.org
www.facebook.com/
bristolfoodnetwork?fref=ts
@Bristolfoodnet

